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Abstract

The use of wireless technologies in industrial environments has been
significantly increasing in the last years, thus paving the way to novel
applications, such as Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), that plays
a significant role in connecting machines, products, and humans in
the ongoing industry digitalization process that is widely-known as
Industry 4.0. Wireless communication systems are attractive for sev-
eral applications in the context of Industry 4.0 as they offer low cost,
easy deployment and mobility support. However, wireless commu-
nication systems pose several challenges in their implementation in
industrial environments. In fact, despite a significant research effort
in the area of wireless networks, there are several issues that have
not been satisfactorily addressed yet. For example, typical industrial
applications have stringent requirements, especially in terms of reli-
ability, timeliness, and energy consumption. The wide range of IIoT
applications exploits different wireless technologies that are targeted
to fulfill the requirements of specific scenarios. A common aspect
of these applications is the presence of energy-limited devices (e.g.,
mobile devices powered by batteries), therefore, the development of
low-power wireless technologies is becoming increasingly important.
The main issue is that some of these technologies are not immediately
applicable to industrial use cases. For example, they do not provide
support for real-time communications, that is instead a fundamental
requirement of the typical industrial applications.

In this thesis work, innovative solutions for low-power wireless
technologies are presented and described. Specifically, two specific



low power wireless technologies are analyzed, i.e., Bluetooth Low
Energy and LoRa. These protocols target short and long-range com-
munication, respectively, thus the thesis provides an insightful explo-
ration of a broad set of use cases.

The aim of the thesis is to determine the suitability of these tech-
nologies for IIoT applications and to identify the key elements that
can be optimized/modified to improve their performance. In particu-
lar, novel mechanisms, algorithms and protocols built upon standard
communication technologies are investigated, with the aim of meeting
the typical requirements of applications in the Industry 4.0 scenario.

The thesis includes a broad range of assessments, such as evalua-
tions obtained through simulations, analysis and also through exper-
iments on proof-of-concept implementations, which prove the effec-
tiveness and the suitability of the proposed solutions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

During the last years, wireless technology has been increasingly uti-
lized in the context of industrial communications [1], leading to the
Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), where Industrial Wireless Sen-
sor Networks (IWSNs) and Industrial Wireless Sensor and Actuator
Networks (IWSANs) play a central role [2, 3].

Traditionally, wireless networks consist of a number of spatially
distributed nodes deployed to exchange information. Although wire-
less networks were initially designed for military and environmental
monitoring applications [4, 5], recently, they have become popular
for emerging applications in industrial domains [6]. For instance, an
Industrial Wireless Network (IWN) can monitor critical parameters
and control industrial processes and then provide this information in
real-time to the control room [2].

Wireless technologies are able to provide great advantages over
their wired counterparts, thanks to ease of deployment with lower
cabling cost, higher flexibility and scalability, enhanced support for
mobile devices, and reduced maintenance costs [7–9]. As a result,
although the traditional industrial sensing and control systems are
based on wired communication, a rapid development and standard-
ization of diverse wireless technologies for different industrial appli-
cations is in progress [10].
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Chapter 1: Introduction

The main benefits of industrial wireless networks are listed below:

- Cost: The main rationale behind the adoption of wireless networks
in industrial environments is that they are cheaper and easier
to install with respect to traditional wired communication sys-
tems. They also have a lower maintenance cost. As a result,
wireless networks significantly help to reduce CAPital EXpen-
ditures (CAPEX) and OPerating EXpense (OPEX)1.

- Flexibility and adaptivity: Wireless networks allow to gather
information from places either unreachable or too costly to
reach through wired networks. In addition, wired networks are
rigid and fixed in nature, and this hinders their ability to adapt
to changes in the industrial environment. Conversely, wireless
networks easily adapt to changes.

- Mobility support: Several industrial applications require mobile
nodes (e.g., robots [13, 14], Automated Guided Vehicles [15],
etc.). Wireless technologies allow to connect mobile devices,
such as nodes mounted on mobile equipment, that could not be
connected through wired networks.

Wireless technologies offer various advantages, but, at the same
time, they pose several challenges that require significant efforts to
be dealt with [16], such as:

- Packet loss: The intrinsic uncertainty of the wireless medium re-
sults in a non-negligible Packet Error Rate (PER) and intro-
duces unpredictable packet delivery delays, thus affecting both
timeliness and reliability [17, 18]. Wireless networks exhibit a

1The deployment cost consists of both CAPEX and OPEX [11]. CAPEX
refers to installation costs, i.e., the total amounts required to roll out the network
infrastructure. Conversely, OPEX refers to operation and maintenance cost, such
as the electric bill, therefore it is highly influenced by the power consumption of
the network [12].
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higher packet loss than wired ones, as they are subject to mul-
tipath propagation and fading, and varying channel conditions.
In addition, most of the low-power wireless standards operate
in the crowded Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) band,
thus they are highly vulnerable to interference.

- Variable communication delay: The uncertain conditions of the
wireless medium may determine random delays in packet deliv-
ery. Consequently, the end-to-end delay, i.e., the time needed
for the data from the source to reach the destination is not
bounded. The quality of the links between nodes also affects
delay, as with poor link quality, retransmissions are more fre-
quent, and both the delay and the energy consumption grow.

- Data rate: The number of devices that can share the wireless
medium is limited by the channel bandwidth. In addition,
since some wireless technologies only support low data rates,
this may limit their use in specific industrial applications, such
as high-speed control applications.

IIoT applications [19] feature diverse and stringent requirements [18,
20,21], therefore, in order to meet such requirements, wireless indus-
trial networks must fulfill the following objectives:

- Reliability: Industrial networks have to provide a low error prob-
ability. Techniques such as retransmissions (with or without
acknowledgement) and relaying (i.e., the use of multiple paths
for the transmissions from the source to the destination) can
be adopted to cope with this requirement.

- Fault tolerance: Industrial network needs to be fault tolerant, so
that a failure of one or a group of nodes shall not cause the fail-
ure of the entire network, that would entail high costs for the
industry. For instance, low-power wireless networks have lim-
ited battery resources. Every time a device run out of battery,
it can cause a network failure. For this reason, communication
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Chapter 1: Introduction

networks have to provide fault-tolerance through mechanisms
such as node redundancy and replication of functions.

- Scalability: Some kinds of industrial networks are dense (for ex-
ample, IWSN and networks for process control applications).
Consequently, an efficient and fair distribution of the limited
resources available in such networks is crucial to achieve a rea-
sonable trade-off between different performance metrics. Scal-
ability refers to the ability of a system to scale well, in terms of
number of nodes and/or functionalities, without degrading the
performance.

- Interoperability: Currently, wired networks are prevalent in in-
dustries. The adoption of novel wireless protocols has to be
transparent to the existing solutions, i.e., the new protocols
have to seamlessly integrate with the legacy systems already in
use.

- Mobility: The introduction of mobile nodes in the industrial sce-
nario entails additional requirements on the networks. For this
reason, several mechanisms that modify the standard specifica-
tion were proposed [22, 23]. However, the support for mobility
should not clash with other requirements.

- Multi-hop communication: Industrial applications may demand
large-scale communication network deployments, for example
when a large number of sensor nodes are deployed over a wide
area. In this case, sensor nodes need to transmit not only their
own data, but they also have to relay the data of other nodes
that are multiple hops away from the sink.

- Low power consumption: Many IIoT applications need to run
on battery-powered nodes (often mobile). This calls for the
design of low-power devices that either do not frequently need
battery replacement or that never require it over their entire
lifetime (e.g., in the case of sensor nodes located in inaccessible
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areas). This creates a demand for low-power communication
design of battery-powered nodes. However, energy efficiency
often clashed with reliability and latency. In fact, the latter
requirements typically call for solutions that may cause signif-
icant energy consumption, therefore a trade-off among these
contrasting applications needs has to be found.

- Real-Time: IIoT devices may be deployed in noisy environments
to support mission-critical and safety-critical applications, hav-
ing stringent timing requirements on message delivery. In such
cases, industrial networks have to meet the timing constraints
of the supported applications [24]. This means that the end-to-
end (E2E) delays of messages, i.e., the delivery times from the
source to the destination, have to be bounded and predictable.

- Support for multiple traffic classes: Most industrial commu-
nication tasks are periodic. When the interval between two
consecutive transmissions on each node is relatively long [2],
the deployment of a low power wireless network represents the
best option. In that case the wireless nodes turn off during the
idle time, while turn on when a transmission is required. This
way, a significant energy saving is guaranteed. However, the in-
dustrial environment is heterogeneous, i.e., it involves different
kinds of traffic as some applications demand the support for
prioritized flows. The high priority (real-time) flows need to be
delivered as soon as possible, while low priority flows are not
subject to real-time constraints. In addition, both periodic and
aperiodic data transmissions must often be supported. Con-
sequently, low-power wireless networks that support multiple
traffic classes are required.

This thesis mainly focuses on the design and development of ef-
ficient medium access control (MAC) protocols to improve the per-
formance of industrial wireless networks in order to satisfy the IIoT
applications requirements. The MAC protocol is the core of IWNs [4],
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Chapter 1: Introduction

as it determines when and how the nodes can access the communica-
tion medium. The MAC design directly affects a number of perfor-
mance metrics such as reliability, scalability, latency, and low power
consumption.

Each application may impose different requirements, therefore, in
order to fulfill those requirements, several MAC protocols emerged.
Basically, each protocol, with its specific design, defines a way to ac-
cess the medium and achieve application-specific requirements. Gen-
erally, MAC schemes can be classified into two main categories, i.e.,
schedule-based and contention-based, that are described in the fol-
lowing.

- Schedule-based MAC: In a schedule-based MAC, each node is
assigned a portion of the available bandwidth that is used ex-
clusively by the node. The most used approach in this class
is the Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA). In a TDMA-
based protocol, the time is divided into timeslots. Each node
is assigned at least one timeslot in which it has the right to
access the channel following a predefined schedule. This way,
each node can access the transmission medium in a collision-free
manner. Most of these protocols adopts a superframe structure,
made up of timeslots, that repeats over the time. Time syn-
chronization among nodes is crucial in these approaches.

Schedule-based schemes have several advantages, such as, collision-
free communication and idle listening avoidance, that are very
beneficial to energy saving. As a result, schedule-based MAC
protocols are more energy-efficient than the contention-based
ones. Schedule-based schemes also are more predictable and
can offer deterministic end-to-end delays, with almost null jit-
ter.

However, as schedule-based protocols mainly follow a fixed pre-
defined channel access scheme, they are unable to guarantee
immediate channel access to high-priority event-driven time-
critical data transmission (e.g., alarms or emergency data). In
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fact, most of schedule-based schemes do not support priority,
so the transmission of emergency data has to wait for the ded-
icated timeslot, if any. Moreover, reserving resources, such as
timeslots in a TDMA-based protocol, for event-driven transmis-
sions whose occurrence is not predictable (in fact, they could
even not occur at all) reduces the network bandwidth utiliza-
tion. Generally, schedule-based MAC schemes suffer from low
scalability, as a high number of nodes entails a high number
of timeslots in the communication cycle. This entails higher
message latency and may result in cycle times longer than the
maximum value that some control applications can tolerate.

- Contention-based MAC: In these channel access schemes, each
node competes with the others for the transmission medium
access. Protocols under this class are the Additive Link On-
Line Hawaii System (ALOHA), the Slotted ALOHA, and the
Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) and its flavors. In the
ALOHA protocol each node initiates transmission whenever it
has data to transmit, regardless of the transmission activity of
the other nodes. In the Slotted ALOHA each node can initiate
transmission only at the beginning of a slot. This way, the
collision probability decreases. In the CSMA approach a node,
before accessing the channel, senses it to determine if any other
transmission is already in progress (i.e., channel busy). If so,
it waits a random amount of time and tries again later. If the
channel is sensed free, the node starts its transmission.

Although contention-based medium access schemes provide high
flexibility to topology changes, low delays and sufficient through-
put under low traffic conditions, they are not suitable for real-
time applications [4], as they cannot guarantee deterministic
communication due to their random collisions and delays. In
addition, these MAC access schemes are not energy-efficient due
to collisions, idle listening and retransmissions, especially when
the node density (and, therefore, the probability of collision)
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Chapter 1: Introduction

increases.

This thesis proposes innovative mechanisms and protocols that
build upon existing low power wireless communication technologies
and add new features that enable such technologies to support the
needs of real-time industrial applications. The main aim of this thesis
work is to offer support for real-time constraints, scalability and dif-
ferent classes of traffic flows over low-power technologies, thus paving
the way for their wide adoption in IIoT applications in the Industry
4.0 context. The thesis proposes a collection of innovative solutions,
consisting of novel mechanisms, protocols and algorithms, for differ-
ent low power technologies. For each solution proposed, the perfor-
mance results are presented and discussed.
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Chapter 2

Thesis outline

This thesis work focuses on low-power communication technologies
and aims at improving them with the features that are needed to
support IIoT applications. Among the available options, the focus of
the thesis is on Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) [25] and LoRa (Long
Range) [26].

The selection of these low-power technologies derives from the ob-
servation that they are suitable candidates for different types of IIoT
applications [9,27–29]. In fact, on one hand, the Bluetooth Low En-
ergy (BLE) protocol is an attractive solution for IIoT applications,
as it is a low-cost technology that offers ultra-low power consump-
tion [9, 30]. However, BLE is suitable for relatively small networks
with a limited number of nodes.

On the other hand, IIoT applications, such as indoor industrial
monitoring and intrusion detection, call for large and dense networks
and therefore Low Power Wide Area Networks (LPWAN) are gaining
an increasing interest in this area. For this reason, this thesis inves-
tigates the LoRaWAN protocol, that in the literature is considered
more suitable for IIoT applications than other ones such as NB-IoT
and Sigfox [31]. The thesis, in particular, focuses on the LoRaWAN
Physical layer, LoRa.

As IIoT applications may also require to combine different pro-
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Chapter 2: Thesis outline

tocols with very diverse features, their integration would result in a
complex heterogeneous network, quite difficult to configure and man-
age. To cope with this, Software-Defined Networking (SDN) and net-
work virtualization techniques can be exploited to improve the net-
work management [32]. Unfortunately, the state-of-the-art network
architectures support only a limited set of communication protocols,
i.e., they are either software-defined WLAN (IEEE 802.11-based) or
software-defined WSN (IEEE 802.15.4-based), such as [33] and [34].
For this reason, this thesis work addresses the design and an imple-
mentation roadmap of a network architecture that provides support
for any communication technology.

In the following Sections, the contents of each Chapter are briefly
sketched.

2.1 Introducing the support for real-time
communications over Bluetooth Low
Energy mesh networks.

As it was mentioned before, BLE is considered a promising solution
for IIoT applications, thanks to its low-cost technology and ultra-low
power consumption [9, 30]. However, BLE suffers from some limita-
tions, as it does not provide real-time support for exchanged packets.
In addition, BLE has range limitations, since it only supports star
networks and a limited number of devices [35]. To overcome some of
the BLE limitations, BLE mesh networking specifications [36] were
recently released. Unfortunately, BLE mesh does not provide support
for real-time communications over multi-hop mesh networks.

The work in [37] provides a configuration method for the BLE
standard to guarantee bounded packet latency over star networks. It
also outlines an approach to maintain bounded latency over mesh
networks. This approach exploits Time Division Multiple Access
(TDMA) to provide data packets with real-time support.
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2.2. Low Power Wide Area networks for long range applications in the
context of Industry 4.0

Chapter 3 of this thesis presents MRT-BLE, a real-time protocol
for industrial wireless mesh networks that is developed on top of BLE
and overcomes these limitations.

Besides describing the MRT-BLE protocol, Chapter 3 provides a
timing analysis of multi-hop communications to compute the worst-
case end-to-end delay of periodic packets, as well as a proof-of con-
cept implementation on STMicroelectronics BlueNRG-MS devices.
The Chapter also presents and discusses analytical and experimental
results.

2.2 Low Power Wide Area networks for
long range applications in the context
of Industry 4.0

Some of the widely-used wireless industrial standards, such as Wire-
lessHART and ISA100.11a, are not designed to connect a large num-
ber of devices [9]. As this is the typical case for IIoT applications,
such as indoor industrial monitoring and intrusion detection, Low
Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN) are gaining an increasing inter-
est for such applications. LPWANs were originally conceived for long
range applications, such as smart metering [38] and smart cities [39],
thanks to their wide coverage ranges and low power consumption.
In particular, Low Power Wide Area (LPWA) technologies achieve
low-power operation using several energy-efficient design approaches.
In fact, LPWANs usually work on star topologies, thus avoiding the
energy consumption due to packet routing in multi-hop networks. In
addition, in LPWANs the end nodes maintain a simple design, while
shifting the complexity to the gateway.

As a result, LPWANs can be considered for the IIoT, as their fea-
tures nicely fit some IIoT application requirements. However, some
aspects, such as the support for real-time flows, need to be investi-
gated [40].
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2.2.1 Introducing real-time communication in LoRa
networks.

The most popular LPWAN technologies are LoRaWAN, NB-IoT and
Sigfox. This thesis investigates LoRaWAN, as it is considered more
appropriate for IIoT applications [31]. Comparing with the other
two technologies, LoRaWAN operates in the license-free spectrum,
whereas NB-IoT uses licensed frequency bands. Moreover, LoRaWAN
supports a higher bit rate than SigFox. LoRaWAN also presents ad-
vantages over cellular technologies, since the latter are not suitable
for low-power applications [9]. However, the LoRaWAN MAC proto-
col is ALOHA-based and therefore it is not able to support real-time
communications. For this reason, in Chapters 4 and 5 alternative
medium access protocols are proposed.

Chapter 4 presents the Industrial LoRa protocol and a simulative
performance assessment in realistic scenarios.

2.2.2 Improving the suitability of LoRa for In-
dustrial Internet of Things applications: the
RT-LoRa protocol.

The Industrial LoRa protocol, described in Chapter 4, proposes the
use of LoRa technology for industrial applications, offering support
to both real-time and nonreal-time communications. However, there
are still some aspects that can be improved, e.g., the reliability of
aperiodic transmissions.

Consequently, this thesis also presents the RT-LoRa protocol, a
LoRa-based MAC protocol that improves the suitability of LoRa for
IIoT applications through a set of extensions and improvements over
the Industrial LoRa approach.

Chapter 5 provides a description of the RT-LoRa protocol, guide-
lines for the configuration of a RT-LoRa network, a schedulability
analysis for real-time periodic flows, and simulative assessments ob-
tained through OMNeT++ simulations.
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2.3 Software-defined management of indus-
trial networks

Future industrial networks are expected to support a broad set of
applications and services with diverse communication requirements
that are difficult to meet adopting a single communication technology.

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) and network virtualization
techniques represent two promising innovations and abstractions to
improve the network management and to support scalable network
control functions, flexible resource allocation, and changes in the net-
work traffic. In addition, SDN with Network Functions Virtualization
(NFV) may allow to simultaneously handle the physical infrastruc-
ture as separate logical network infrastructures, each one with specific
functionalities and different performance requirements, in a central-
ized and more effective way [18]. These emerging technologies (along
with big data and cloud computing) will bring great opportunities
for promoting industrial upgrades towards Industry 4.0 [41].

In this context, Chapter 6 of this thesis draws a research direc-
tion towards software-defined management of heterogeneous Indus-
try 4.0 communication networks. In particular, Chapter 6 outlines a
software-defined architecture that is able to support a multitude of
diverse wired and wireless communication technologies, while meet-
ing the requirements of diverse applications. Chapter 6 also provides
an implementation roadmap for the proposed architecture.
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Chapter 3

Multi-hop Real-time
Communications over
Bluetooth Low Energy
Industrial Wireless Mesh
Networks

Bluetooth Low Energy [42] is a wireless technology conceived for low-
power, low-cost, low-complexity short-range communications, that
represents an interesting solution for implementing Industrial Wire-
less Sensor Networks (IWSN). In fact, BLE provides lower energy
consumption compared to other wireless technologies adopted for in-
dustrial applications [43], [44]. Moreover, thanks to the low cost of de-
vices and to their diffusion, BLE is a good candidate for several indus-
trial applications [35]. However, the BLE specifications [42], [45], [25]
do not include support for real-time traffic, thus the BLE standard
is not suitable for IWSN, which require bounded packet delays. A
recent work [37] has provided a configuration method for the BLE
standard to guarantee bounded packet latencies over star networks.
As BLE is a short-range technology, a multi-hop mesh network is
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needed to cover a large area. However, mesh topologies are not fore-
seen in the new Bluetooth version 5 specification [25]. The Bluetooth
Smart Mesh Working Group has recently introduced the Bluetooth
mesh networking specifications [36], which define the requirements
to enable mesh networking solutions for BLE. Unfortunately, such
specifications do not provide support for real-time communications
over multi-hop mesh networks.

To overcome the above discussed limitations, thus enabling BLE
to be introduced in industrial environments, this chapter proposes the
Multi-hop Real-time BLE (MRT-BLE), that is a real-time protocol,
developed on top of BLE, able to realize low-cost IWSN with mesh
topologies.

The MRT-BLE protocol is connection-oriented, unlike the Blue-
tooth mesh networking specifications [36], which are defined as con-
nectionless communications. There are two reasons for this choice.
Firstly, the connection-oriented approach provides a higher through-
put than the connection-less one, as packets can be transmitted more
frequently. Secondly, in the connection-oriented approach, 37 chan-
nels can be exploited for channel hopping, instead of the 3 channels
that can be used for connection-less advertising. This entails a lower
channel collision probability and therefore a higher reliability. The
MRT-BLE protocol adopts a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)
approach that exploits a transmission allocation scheme able to sup-
port the timely exchange of multi-hop real-time data packets. This
work builds upon the approach proposed in [37], that outlines a pro-
tocol working on top of BLE. Such a protocol allows to maintain
bounded latencies over mesh networks. However, in the work in [37]
the approach is merely sketched. The ability of taking advantage of
the Client Characteristic Configuration Descriptor (CCCD) in order
to enable/disable connection is mentioned, but nothing is said about
the timing of this mechanism. Moreover, the work in [37] does not
address the implementation of the MRT-BLE on Commercial-Off-
The-Shelves (COTS) devices. Conversely, this work aims to describe
in detail how the MRT-BLE works, address the timing of the connec-
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tion enabling/disabling, introduce the support for packet priority, and
offer two kinds of evaluation. The first one is based on measurements
obtained in a realistic scenario, while the second one is a worst-case
end-to-end delay analysis. The contribution of this chapter consists
in the MRT-BLE mechanism itself and the relevant timing analysis
that represents a useful tool for the network designers, since it allows
them to assess whether a feasible schedule for a given flow set can be
found or not. In the negative case, the timing analysis helps design-
ers in the re-engineering process, allowing them to see the effects of
changing the flow periods or paths along the network. To the best
of my knowledge, this is the first work that proposes and assesses a
mechanism to provide real-time multi-hop communications over BLE
through assessment in a real scenario. The chapter is organized as
follows. Section 3.1 overviews related work, while Section 3.2 summa-
rizes BLE and the most relevant features exploited by the proposed
protocol. Section 3.3 presents the MRT-BLE protocol design, while
Section 3.4 provides a timing analysis of the protocol. Section 3.5 de-
scribes an implementation of the MRT-BLE protocol on real devices
and presents some experimental results. Finally, Section 3.6 gives my
conclusions and hints for future work.

3.1 Related Work

BLE is gaining ground in specific sectors, for instance, energy man-
agement for smart homes [46] [47], food manufacturing and trace-
ability [48] [49]), and also in applications, such as machine monitor-
ing and structural health monitoring, in which other technologies,
e.g., the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, proved to be effective and efficient
too [50] [51]. In [52] the IEEE 802.15.4 and BLE protocols are evalu-
ated in terms of service ratio, delay, and energy efficiency under IPv6
traffic.

Some studies analyzed the BLE system behavior in wireless en-
vironments under realistic operating conditions. In particular, the
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work in [53] addresses the coexistence of IEEE 802.15.4, BLE and
IEEE 802.11 through analysis and experiments to determine the ef-
fect of cross-technology interference on the wireless network reliabil-
ity. The paper concludes that the MAC layer mechanisms of both
IEEE 802.15.4 and BLE improve reliability and that cooperative so-
lutions are required to achieve coexistence. In [54] an extension of
the BLE channel access scheme in connection state that is based on
the listen-before-talk mechanism is proposed. The numerical results
in the paper show that the proposed scheme reduces the average
transmission delay.

Several studies investigated the BLE discovery phase, which plays
a critical role in the networks with dynamic topology. For instance,
the paper [55] addresses the influence of parameter settings on the la-
tency and energy performance of the discovery process. A mechanism
to enhance the discovery phase for BLE devices is proposed in [56].
The mechanism aims at avoiding collisions during the advertisement
process, so as to achieve lower latency and energy consumption.

Modern BLE radio transceivers allow to partition the network
bandwidth between the BLE and another user-defined protocol. The
paper [57] shows the feasibility of a dual-protocol approach and its
capability to support a custom real-time protocol running on top of
the raw radio layer. The proposed real-time protocol introduces a
bounded overhead and can be implemented in specific devices able
to support two different protocols.

In order to increase the communication coverage of BLE, some
papers, as [58] [59] [60] [61], proposed different methods prior to the
publication of the Bluetooth mesh networking specifications. For
instance, the paper [58] proposes a method to implement a BLE
network with a tree topology to extend the coverage to other wire-
less sensor networks. A cluster-based on-demand routing protocol
to support multihop communication in Bluetooth low energy ad hoc
networks is proposed in [59]. In [60] the applicability of BLE for
mesh-enabled applications is addressed. The results, obtained using
a prototype of the proprietary BLE-based CSRmesh protocol [62],
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show that BLE mesh is a promising technology for mesh applica-
tions, but that more studies are needed to fully exploit its potential.
The paper [61] presents a new mesh proposal based on the propri-
etary BLE-based CSRmesh protocol, that exploits a connectionless
network and tries to overcome some limitations of the CSRmesh net-
work (e.g. the scalability, the high number of retransmissions). Fi-
nally, [63] surveys state-of-the-art BLE mesh network solutions and
discusses their advantages and drawbacks.

The IP support has recently turned BLE into a potential candi-
date for a broad range of applications including healthcare, wearable
devices, home automation, and Internet of Things (IoT) [64] [65] [66].
The delay performance of BLE for time-critical applications is ad-
dressed in [67]. The work analytically models the delay for connection-
oriented applications under different bit error conditions. The works
in [68] and [35] explored the BLE suitability for industrial and process
automation communications and for time-critical IIoT applications,
respectively. In particular, the last one [35] presents a retransmission
scheme able to fulfill the reliability and timeliness requirements of
IIoT applications.

The above mentioned literature indicates that it is worthwhile
investigating novel extensions and configurations of BLE to make
it more suitable for industrial environments. For instance, in [37], a
configuration method for the BLE standard that guarantees bounded
packet latencies with star topologies was proposed, together with a
new protocol for BLE-based mesh topologies that is able to provide
bounded latencies. However, the paper [37] leaves for future work
both the development of the proposed solution on COTS devices and
the protocol assessment in a realistic multi-hop scenario. Compar-
ing with the work in [37], that simply outlines the MRT-BLE idea,
this work turns the idea into a protocol, characterizing in detail the
mechanisms to guarantee bounded latencies on multihop communi-
cations and their timing. This chapter also provides a timing analy-
sis for multi-hop communications to compute the worst-case end-to-
end delay of periodic packets. In addition, this work addresses the
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MRT-BLE protocol implementation on COTS devices and assesses
the end-to-end delay performance in a realistic multi-hop scenario.
The measured delay values are compared with the computed worst-
case end-to-end delays obtained through the analysis in Section 3.4.
As it will be shown, the theoretical upper bounds are found compliant
with the measured values.

The proposed MRT-BLE protocol differs from the Bluetooth mesh
networking specifications [36] as the latter are defined as connection-
less communications, based on the GAP Broadcaster and Observer
roles, while the MRT-BLE protocol is connection-oriented and offers
support for real-time communications over multi-hop mesh networks.

3.2 BLE Summary
The Bluetooth Low Energy core system architecture includes an RF
transceiver and a protocol stack, shown in Fig. 3.1, that enable BLE
devices to connect and exchange data.

The lowest system layers are grouped into a subsystem known
as the Controller. This is a common implementation that uses a
standard interface, called the Host Controller Interface (HCI), which
enables two-way communications with the upper layers of the proto-
col stack that realize the so-called Host in Fig. 3.1. Applications are
developed on top of the Host. The following subsections summarize
the most important features of the BLE Link Layer, the Attribute
Protocol and the Generic Attribute Profile. Such features are main-
tained in the BLE versions 4.1 [42], 4.2 [45] and 5.0 [25] .

3.2.1 Link Layer

The operation of the BLE Link Layer (LL) can be described through a
state machine with the following states: Standby, Advertising, Scan-
ning, Initiating, and Connection. The Link Layer may run multiple
state machine instances and each Link Layer state machine allows
only one active state at a time. When two devices are engaged in a
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Figure 3.1: The BLE protocol stack

connection, they can play the master or the slave role. The master is
the device that initiates the connection and coordinates the medium
access, periodically polling the slaves in a Time Division Multiple
Access (TDMA) way.

The master controls the timing of the connection events (CE),
i.e., the synchronization points for the master and the slave. Since
two devices must be tuned to the same RF channel to communicate
and the Link Layer may use one physical channel at a given time,
the master and slave shall also determine the data channel index for
each connection event to reduce the collisions. A physical channel
collision is possible because many BLE devices can independently
operate within the same spatial and temporal area, and the num-
ber of physical channels (up to 37) is limited, thus two independent
BLE devices may have their transceivers tuned to the same physical
channel.
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The start time of a connection event, called an Anchor Point (AP),
is the instant at which the master shall start to transmit a packet to
the slave. During a connection event, the master and the slave send
and receive packets alternately. Consecutive packet transmissions are
separated by an Inter Frame Space (IFS), whose duration is 150 µs.
A connection event is considered open as long as both devices keep
sending packets. If none of the devices has data to transmit, the slave
switches to the sleep mode until the next AP.

The BLE specifications define two timing parameters for connec-
tion events, i.e., the Connection Interval (CI) and the Connection
Slave Latency (CSL). The CI represents the time interval that regu-
larly spaces the start times of connection events. The second parame-
ter, the Connection Slave Latency, defines the number of consecutive
connection events that a slave has to skip, while remaining in sleep
mode, when it does not need to communicate with the master.

Several BLE implementations [69] require a guard band (GB)
between the connection events to cope with the synchronization ac-
curacy, and the master shall ensure that a connection event closes at
least one guard band before the anchor point of the next connection
event. Moreover, such BLE implementations provide configurable pa-
rameters to set the maximum duration of each connection event. The
master has the ability to schedule the connection event anchor point
at a time of its choice to efficiently schedule connection events for the
multiple connections it is involved in. This way, the master basically
splits the connection interval into as many connection events as the
number of connections.

Fig. 3.2 shows an example in which there are two slaves (S1 and
S2) and one master (M). In Fig. 3.2, the lower time axis gives the
schedule of the connection events for the two connections, while the
upper time axis shows the details of each connection event.

At the anchor point of the slave S1 (APS1) the master starts the
polling, transmitting a packet to S1, thus beginning the alternating
transmission sequence (M to S1, S1 to M, etc.). The connection event
for the slave S1 periodically repeats with a period equal to CI. At
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Figure 3.2: Example of the BLE master scheduling for multiple con-
nections.

the end of the first CE for S1, here called CES1, after the guard band
the master starts the connection event for the slave S2 (CES2), which
periodically repeats with a period equal to 2*CI.

While the connection interval CI is the same for all the slaves
connected to the same master, the anchor points of the relevant slaves
are shifted, so the master polls one slave at a time. Every Link Layer
connection uses a mechanism of acknowledgement and flow control.
Consequently, the Link Layer guarantees the retransmission of the
unacknowledged packets.

3.2.2 Attribute Protocol

The Attribute Protocol (ATT) [42] allows a device, named the server,
to expose a set of attributes and their associated values to a peer
device, named the client. An attribute is a value that has three
properties associated with it, i.e., the attribute type, the attribute
handle and a set of permissions. The client can discover, read, and
write the attributes exposed by the server. The server can indicate
and notify its attributes. For example an ATT server can expose
three attributes that represent the data detected by three sensors
(e.g., temperature, pressure and humidity) and periodically notifies
the connected clients with new measured data. In another scenario,
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these attributes can be read by the clients when necessary. A client
may send an Attribute Protocol request to a server and the server
shall respond to all the received requests. A device can implement
both the client and the server roles, which can concurrently run in
the same device, but each device shall run only one instance of a
server.

The Attribute Protocol procedures typically use a sequential request-
response protocol. An Attribute Protocol {request, response} pair is
considered a single transaction, i.e., once a client sends a request to
a server (e.g., a Write request to write a server attribute), that client
shall not send other requests to the same server until a response Pro-
tocol Data Unit (PDU) has been received (e.g., a Write response
sent by the server to inform the client of the result of the Write
request). Conversely, there are procedures, e.g., the notification (a
server-initiated procedure) that do not have a response PDU. For
example, a server notifies an attribute that contains the temperature
detected by a sensor and updates its value. This value is received by
the connected clients that have enabled the receiving of notification
packets after the update of a specific attribute.

3.2.3 Generic Attribute Profile

The Generic Attribute Profile (GATT) [42] defines a service frame-
work built on top of the Attribute Protocol. The GATT profile is
designed to be used by an application or another profile so that a
client can communicate with a server. The GATT defines the hi-
erarchical data structure, shown in Fig. 3.3, that a device exposes
to the connected devices and also defines the way two BLE devices
exchange standard packets.

The server contains some attributes and the GATT Profile defines
how to use the Attribute Protocol to discover, read, write, notify,
indicate, and obtain indications about these attributes.

The top level of the hierarchy is the Profile, which is composed
of one or more services that are needed to fulfill a use case. A ser-
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Figure 3.3: GATT profile hierarchy.

vice is generally composed of characteristics or references to other
services. Each characteristic consists of various fields, i.e., a set of
properties, a value, and one or more optional descriptors. An impor-
tant descriptor is the Client Characteristic Configuration Descriptor
(CCCD) that configures for the client a characteristic on the server
(e.g., enabling/disabling of notifications and/or indications).

For example, as shown in [70], a profile may expose two services,
i.e., the acceleration service and the environmental service. The ac-
celeration service contains a characteristic called free-fall that cannot
be read or written, but can be notified. The application will send a
notification on this characteristic if a free-fall condition is detected by
a sensor. Notifications can be enabled or disabled by a client writing
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on the related CCCD. The environmental service contains three char-
acteristics (with read-only properties) that expose data from some en-
vironmental sensors, i.e., temperature, pressure and humidity. Each
characteristic of the environmental service has a characteristic for-
mat descriptor that describes the type of data contained inside the
characteristic.

The basic elements used in a profile, i.e., services and character-
istics, are contained in the attributes used in the Attribute Protocol.

The Attribute Protocol Maximum Transfer Unit (ATT_MTU)
is defined as the maximum size of any packet exchanged between a
client and a server. The GATT client and server implementations
shall support an ATT_MTU not smaller than the default value (23
bytes).

3.3 Protocol Design

The Multi-hop Real-time Bluetooth Low Energy (MRT-BLE) proto-
col for Industrial Wireless Sensor Networks proposed in this chap-
ter allows the creation of BLE-based mesh networks able to provide
bounded packet delays on multi-hop data transmissions, thus offering
support for real-time communications. Fig. 3.4 shows the position of
the MRT-BLE protocol in the BLE protocol stack.

The main idea behind the MRT-BLE protocol is to subdivide
the network into a number of sub-networks, each one coordinated
by a master. Two sub-networks are linked by a device that is ei-
ther a shared slave or a master/slave device. These devices act as
“bridges” among the sub-networks. As the masters of the two linked
sub-networks are not synchronized, connection events may overlap at
the bridge nodes, thus determining a collision that does not make it
possible to guarantee transmission.

Fig. 3.5 shows an example of network topology in which two sub-
networks are linked by a master/slave device.

In Fig. 3.5 the sub-networks are coordinated by the nodes MS1
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Figure 3.4: The BLE protocol stack including the MRT-BLE.

and M1, respectively. The node MS1 is a master/slave device, as it
plays the role of master for the nodes S1, S2 and S3, and the role of
slave for the node M1. Since M1 and MS1 are not synchronized, the
communications in which MS1 acts as a slave may overlap with those
in which it plays the master role. While MS1 is acting as a slave,
its timing is defined by the master M1, therefore the timing of the
connection event in which MS1 acts as a slave is not synchronized
with the time base mechanism of the MS1 master connections.

However, a viable solution to avoid the above-mentioned problem
is to give MS1 a proper schedule so that, while MS1 is communicat-
ing with the nodes of its subnetwork (i.e., S1, S2 and S3), M1 avoids
transmitting to MS1. On the contrary, S4 and S5 may transmit simul-
taneously with M1, as MS1 is not intended to communicate directly
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Figure 3.5: Example of topology with a master/slave device.

with M1. The approach here proposed is based on the latter consid-
eration. In general, the problem of enabling adjacent subnetworks to
communicate can be solved by scheduling adjacent subnetwork trans-
missions in two alternate timeslices, so that when a shared node (e.g.,
MS1) schedules the communication with the nodes of its subnetwork,
its adjacent master is prevented from communicating with the shared
node.

To achieve this result, thus avoiding communication overlap, in
the proposed approach for each connection the duration of one CE
is configured offline, so as to allow the transmission of one packet
between the slave and the master and of one packet in the opposite
direction. The connection intervals for all connections have to be
set with the same duration. Moreover, CIs have to be sized so as
to allow the communication between all slaves and the master of a
sub-network once. This way, the duration of one timeslice is equal to
the duration of one CI and the shared node alternates its connections
with a sub-network at a time.

In the example shown in Fig. 3.5 the proposed solution consists
in alternating the connections of the node MS1 with its master, with
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those with its slaves. This means that, in a given timeslice (according
to the proposed solution a timeslice is a multiple of one CI) the node
MS1 will disable the connection with the node M1 and enable the
connections with the nodes S1, S2, and S3, while in the next timeslice
it will operate in the opposite way. This solution can be easily realized
enabling/disabling a connection.

Each device, before sending data, has to check that the connection
is enabled. If this is not the case, the master will insert the packet in
a queue managed by the MRT-BLE protocol and transmit it in the
next connection event. This way the CE overlap is avoided.

Fig. 3.6 shows the timing of the masters MS1 and M1 relevant
to the topology shown in Fig. 3.5. The semi-transparent rectangles
represent the timeslices during which some connections are disabled.

Figure 3.6: Solution to the overlapping CE problem with a mas-
ter/slave shared device.

Fig. 3.6 shows as the node MS1, acting as a GATT client, can
enable/disable the connections with the devices that act as a GATT
server. In the initial phase, MS1 enables the connection with the
master M1 (shown in the lower timeline), while keeping disabled the
master connections. Once MS1 has received the first packet from M1
(considered a synchronization packet), it disables the connection with
the master M1 and enables the master connections with the nodes
S1, S2, and S3 (shown in the upper timeline). After a time equal
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to the connection interval (in the example, the timeslice duration is
equal to one CI), the node MS1 disables the master connections and
enables the connection with M1, for one timeslice. This mechanism
repeats over time.

Fig. 3.7 shows an example of network topology in which there are
two sub-networks linked by a shared slave device.

Figure 3.7: Example of topology with a shared slave device.

In Fig. 3.7 the sub-networks are coordinated by nodes M1 and
M2, respectively.

As the node S3 is a shared slave it has to communicate with
two masters that are not synchronized with each other, therefore the
connection events of this node may overlap.

In the example shown in Fig. 3.7 the proposed solution consists
in alternating the connections of the node S3 with the masters. This
means that, in a given connection interval the node S3, acting as a
GATT client, will disable the connection with the node M1 and enable
the one with the node M2, while for the next connection interval the
node S3 will enable the connection with the node M1 and disable the
one with the node M2.

In this case, the shared slave S3 starts alternating its connections,
for example, upon receiving a synchronization packet. Assuming that
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S3 receives the synchronization packet from M1, the shared slave will
start the mechanism at this very time instant. First, the node S3 dis-
ables the connection with the node M1 and enables the connection
with the node M2. After a time equal to one timeslice, the node S3
will enable the connection with the node M1 and disable the connec-
tion with the node M2. The described mechanism repeats over time.
This way the CE overlap problem is avoided.

Fig. 3.8 shows the timing of the masters M1 and M2 in the topol-
ogy shown in Fig. 3.7. The semi-transparent rectangles represent the
intervals during which the node S3 disables the connection with one
of the two masters.

Figure 3.8: Solution to the overlapping CE problem in the shared
slave topology.

Fig. 3.8 shows that the node S3 in the initial phase enables the
notification only for the connection with the master M1. Upon re-
ceiving the sync packet, the node S3 disables the connection with
the master M1 and enables the connection with the master M2. Af-
ter one timeslice (in this case, equal to one connection interval) the
node S3 makes the opposite action, i.e., disables the connection with
M2 and enables the connection with M1, for another timeslice. This
mechanism repeats over time.

Note that Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.8 show connections alternating every
connection interval (i.e., in these examples, the timeslice duration is
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equal to one connection interval).
In order to achieve bounded delays, the routing is static and con-

figured offline. To improve the fault-tolerance, it is possible to provide
multiple paths to be enabled in case of faults.

In order to deploy a mesh network without connection event over-
lap, the MRT-BLE imposes the following configuration rules:

1. A node not acting as a master can establish a connection with
up to two masters.

2. A node (A) acting as a master can establish a connection with
at most another master (B). In this connection, the node A
shall play the slave role.

3. The connection intervals of the different sub-networks must
have the same duration.

According to the BLE specifications [42], a device can act both as
a master and a slave for different connections and can also establish
connections with multiple masters.

To realize the described mechanisms, the solution proposed in
this chapter is based on the transmissions from the GATT servers
that notify their Characteristic Values. Each device is both a GATT
client and a GATT server and defines a profile, called the MRT-BLE
Profile, shown in Fig. 3.9.

The MRT-BLE profile is composed of a service that includes a
number of characteristics equal to the number of connections. Each
characteristic is used to communicate on a specific connection (ac-
cording to a programmer-defined static configuration) and consists of
a set of properties, a value, and the client characteristic configuration
descriptor (CCCD). In particular, the value field contains the data to
be sent, the CCCD is a bit field where a set bit indicates an enabled
action (e.g., notification), while a cleared bit indicates a disabled ac-
tion. Properties is a bit field that determines how the value can be
used and how the CCCD can be accessed (e.g., read, write without
response, notify, etc.). The characteristic of the connection indicates
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Figure 3.9: MRT-BLE Profile.

the specific characteristic that is used to send packets on a specific
connection.

In the following of the chapter, when the enabling/disabling of a
connection is mentioned, it means that the GATT client uses a {re-
quest, response} GATT procedure to write the CCCD of the charac-
teristic of the connection on the server, so as to enable/disable the
notification procedure of the GATT server. Consequently, a disabled
connection indicates that the notifications of the characteristic of the
connection are disabled, so the GATT servers involved in the con-
nection cannot notify the value of this characteristic. An enabled
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connection will indicate the opposite case.
The proposed protocol does not implement a mechanism to dy-

namically configure the network topology, it makes the configuration
offline. This aspect will be investigated in future works.

3.4 Timing Analysis

The analysis here proposed deals with the calculation of the worst-
case end-to-end delay (hereinafter worst-case response time) of pe-
riodically transmitted packets belonging to a flow. The resulting
worst-case end-to-end delay for each flow represents a lower bound
for the minimum deadline that allows a feasible schedule for each
flow. The analysis can be used to assess the feasibility, under a static
priority assignment, of a flow set comparing the worst-case response
time of each flow with the corresponding relative deadline. Table 5.1
summarizes the notation used in the analysis.

A connection between a master and a slave is defined as a link.
A link is a bidirectional connection denoted by lxy (where x is the
index of the node acting as a master for the link and y the index of
the slave). In the proposed approach for each link the duration of
one CE is offline configured so as to allow the transmission of one
packet between the slave and the master plus one packet between the
master and the slave. The connection intervals for all links have to be
set with the same duration and allow the communication between all
slaves and the master of a sub-network once. A link in which at least
one of the two connecting nodes is shared between two sub-networks
is defined as a shared link (slxy). As discussed in Sect. 3.3, in the
proposed approach, the time is divided into two timeslices. In each
timeslice, a node with shared links alternates the connection with one
sub-network at a time. Fig. 3.10 shows an example of the network
timings. In the example the Node 2 acts as a master for the shared
link sl21 and as a slave for sl32. l34 is a link between two nodes that
are connected to only one sub-network, so l34 is always active as no
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Table 3.1: Summary of notation
Symbol Definition

lxy The link between a node x acting as a master and a node y acting as a slave.

slxy The shared link between a master node x and a slave node y, i.e., the link in
which at least one of the nodes x and y is shared between two sub-networks.

i The index of the i-th link.

Xci The number of connection intervals within the two timeslices that can be used
to transmit data packets over one shared link.

Tsw The time that a node shared between two sub-networks takes to disable the
shared links with a sub-network and to enable the other ones.

Tci The duration of one connection interval.

NL(i) The maximum between the number of shared links of the master and the slave,
respectively, for the i-th shared link.

CT (i) The cycle time, i.e., the time interval after which the entire schedule for the
i-th link repeats.

prio f The priority of a packet of the f -th flow.

Pf The period of a packet of the f -th flow.

R f The routing path of the f -th flow.

h f The index of the last link to the destination of the flow f .

RTf The maximum response time of a packet of the f -th flow.

Qt (l
( f )
i ) The maximum time that a packet of the f -th flow waits to be transmitted over

the link li .

Tt x The maximum time taken by the BLE controller to transmit a packet.

si (t) The minimum number of CI start times dedicated to the transmission of data
packets in the i-th link which may occur in any interval of length t.

wi (X) The longest time the i-th link has to wait to see X consecutive start times.

I f (t) The number of packets generated by the f -th flow in any interval of length t.

Tce The duration of one connection event.

slot collisions can occur. The number of CIs in the two timeslices that
a node can use to transmit data packets on a shared link is denoted
by Xci and is equal for all the shared links in the network. In the
example Xci is set to 2 and in fact sl21 and sl32 are active for only
two CIs (sl21 in timeslice 1 and sl32 in timeslice 2).

To disable one link and enable the other one, the transmission of
four packets is needed, i.e., two to disable one link (write_request
and write_response) and two to enable the other one. According to
the BLE specifications [42], request and response may be scheduled
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Figure 3.10: Network timings: an example.

within a single CE. Many implementations, such as the ST BlueNRG-
MS devices [70], take four connection intervals to complete the entire
procedure, as they transmit only one request or response in each CI.
In the analysis such an interval is called Tsw. For example, in the
ST BlueNRG-MS devices the Tsw of a node to enable/disable the
connection of the i-th shared link is calculated as

Tsw(i) = 2 × N L(i) × Tci, (3.1)

where N L(i) for the i-th shared link is defined as the maximum be-
tween the number of shared links of the master and the number of
shared links of the slave. The N L value for no shared links is 0. Equa-
tion (3.1) evaluates two times N L(i), because the transmission of two
packets, i.e., one write_request and one write_response packets, is
required to disable/enable one link. Note that, the ST BlueNRG-MS
devices [70] take two connection intervals to transmit one request and
one response (i.e., only one request or response is transmitted in each
CI).

The time interval in which the entire schedule, for the i-th link,
repeats is called Cycle Time (CT), and it is calculated as

CT(i) =

{
N L(i) > 0 ⇒ 2 × Xci × Tci + 2 × Tsw(i)
N L(i) = 0 ⇒ Tci

. (3.2)
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In the MRT-BLE protocol, each node can generate multiple pack-
ets belonging to different flows ( f ) with different (or equal) priorities
(prio f ). If two packets have the same priority, they are transmitted
in First-In First-Out (FIFO) order. Packets are periodically trans-
mitted with a period P f . The routing path (R f ) for each flow is fixed
and configured offline. To improve fault-tolerance, each node has to
maintain a routing table with a backup path for each flow (this way
the analysis can be repeated for each path). Each flow is therefore
characterized by the tuple (P f , prio f , R f ), where R f = (l

f
1 , ..., l

f
h ) is

the vector of the links or shared links that a packet of the flow f has
to traverse to reach the destination, while h is the index of the last
link. The time RT f taken by a packet of the f -th flow sent from a
node to arrive to the destination node is calculated as

RT f =

h∑
i=1

(
Qt(l

( f )
i ) + Tt x

)
(3.3)

where Qt(l
( f )
i ) is the queuing time that a packet of the f -th flow has

to wait in the controller at each link to be transmitted and Tt x is the
maximum time taken by the BLE controller to transmit a packet. Tt x
has a fixed bound that is equal, in the worst case, to the duration of
one connection interval, so in the worst case response-time analysis I
assume that Tt x = Tci. In fact, the analysis here presented assumes
that in each CI a node can transmit only one packet and the CE is
sized so as to also accommodate retransmissions. So in one Tci the
packet is transmitted and retransmitted as long as the CE for the
node is not expired. In the following, a timing analysis for calculating
the worst case Qt(l

( f )
i ) in each hop is presented. My aim as a future

work is to deal with a stochastic analysis of flows characterized by a
known distribution of the arrival times, as the one proposed in [71].

3.4.1 Response-time analysis

To determine the worst case Qt(l
( f )
i ) for each link, the worst case

response-time (WCRT) analysis is made calculating both the resource
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availability and the worst case for the resource request. In MRT-BLE
the resource availability for the i-th link is given by the number of CIs
in the two timeslices (Fig. 3.10) that a node can use to transmit over
the link i, while the resource request is the number of CIs needed to
transmit the packets generated and/or forwarded by a node over the
link i. The analysis here presented, which applies to fixed priority
non-preemptive scheduling, is based on the worst case response-time
(WCRT) analysis that was proposed in [72] and extended with the
”busy period” approach in [73], [74]. Consequently, the response times
of all the packets of a flow within a busy period have to be examined.
The busy period is defined as the maximum interval during which any
packet of priority lower than the priority of the f -th flow is unable
to start transmission. The busy period starts at the time ts in which
a packet with a priority higher than or equal to the one of the f -th
flow is enqueued and there are no packets with priority higher than
or equal to the f -th flow, enqueued strictly before ts, that are waiting
to be transmitted. The busy period ends at the earliest time te at
which there are no packets of priority equal to or greater than the
f -th flow, enqueued strictly before time te, that are waiting to be
transmitted. Hence, all the packets with the same or higher priority
than the f -th flow that were enqueued before the end of the busy
period are transmitted during the busy period [74].

In the MRT-BLE protocol the worst case for the resource avail-
ability is determined by computing si(t), i.e., the minimum number
of CI start times dedicated to the transmission of data packets in the
i-th link which may occur in any interval of length t. As illustrated in
Fig. 3.11, the worst-case interval (that is the one containing the min-
imum number of start times) begins when the last CI, dedicated to
data packet transmission, has just started. From this instant (please
refer to Fig. 3.11 where the white dots denote the start time of data
packets over the time), the time the i-th link has to wait before an-
other data packet starts is CT(i)−(Xci−1)Tci. Then Xci data packet
transmissions start, spaced at intervals of length Tci, and the pattern
will repeat with period CT(i). In the example in Fig. 3.10, the worst-
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case interval for the link sl21 begins when the second CI has just
started. Then the time the link sl21 has to wait before another data
packet starts is CT(sl21) − (Xci − 1)Tci = 12Tci − (2− 1)Tci = 11Tci.

Tc(sl21) - (Xci - 1)Tci Tci

1

2

3

4

5

Tc(sl21) Tc(sl21)

ssl
21
(t)

t

Figure 3.11: Example of the minimum number ssl21(t) of CI start
times dedicated to the transmission of data packets in the link sl21
for the network in Fig. 3.10.

The formal equation of si(t) is

si(t) =


N L(i) > 0 ⇒
Xci∑
j=1

⌊
t+( j−1)Tci

CT(i)

⌋
N L(i) = 0 ⇒

⌊ t
Tci

⌋ . (3.4)

where, if N L(i) > 0 (i.e., it is a shared link), the start times of Xci
connection intervals dedicated to the transmission of data packets are
separated by Tci, start times repeat with period CT and, in the worst
case, the first start time occurs after CT(i)−(Xci−1)Tci. If N L(i) = 0
(i.e., the link is not shared) data packets can be transmitted every
CI, so the start times repeat with period Tci.

As the link transmissions, thanks to the mechanism here pro-
posed, do not collide with each other, for the Qt(l

( f )
i ) calculation only

the interference of the packets generated and forwarded within the
same node has to be analyzed.
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To calculate Qt(l
( f )
i ), the longest time wi(X) the i-th link has to

wait to see X consecutive start times is calculated as

wi(X) =

=

{
N L(i) > 0 ⇒ (S + 1)CT(i) − (Xci − 1 −O)Tci
N L(i) = 0 ⇒ X × Tci

.
(3.5)

where S is quotient of the Euclidean division of X − 1 by Xci and
O is the remainder, i.e., X −1 = SXci+O. For instance, in the case of
Figures 3.10 and 3.11, the link sl21 has Xci = 2 and CT(sl21) = 12Tci,
so for X = 3 we have S = 1 and O = 0. Therefore, the link sl21 has to
wait for wsl21(3) = 2CT − (2 − 1)Tci = 23Tci. In fact, looking at the
example in Fig. 3.10, if a packet to be transmitted in sl21 arrives when
the second CI has just started, it will be transmitted after 11Tci, i.e.,
CT(sl21) − (Xci − 1)Tci.

To apply the busy period approach we first calculate the number
of packets of the f -th flow generated in any interval of length t, i.e.,

I f (t) =
⌈

t
P f

⌉
. (3.6)

Then, we calculate the largest number (X f
j ) of start times that are

needed to transmit the i-th packet, which is given by the smallest
value of X f

j that satisfies the following equation

X f
j = 1 +

∑
prio(k)>prio( j)

Ik(wi(X
f
j )) +

∑
prio(k)=prio( j),

k, j

1. (3.7)

In equation (3.7), 1 is the start time required to transmit the packet,
while the parameter X j encompasses the following sources of inter-
ference:

1. The k-th higher priority packets (i.e., prio(k) > prio( j)) that
compete with the j-th packet for the transmission in the i-th
link.
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2. The packets with the same priority as the j-th packet that
compete with it for the transmission in the i-th link (in this
case a FIFO policy is adopted).

Equation (3.7) has not simple solution, as the X j term appears
both in the Left-hand-side (LHS) and in the Right-hand-side (RHS)
of the equation under the ceiling operator. Thus, the calculation of
X j is performed by the following iterations

X f
j
(0)

= 1

X f
j
(v+1)

= 1 +
∑

prio(k)>prio( j)
Ik(wi(X

f
j
(v)
))

+
∑

prio(k)=prio( j),
k, j

1

. (3.8)

Iteration starts with X f
j
(v)
= 1, with v = 0, as the packet to be trans-

mitted requires one start time. Then X f
j
(v)

is iteratively calculated
until the LHS is equal to the RHS, i.e., until the interference stops
growing. Equation (3.8) is proved to converge if the number of start
times required to transmit every packet on the i-th link is lower than
or equal to the number of start times available for the i-th link [72].

Once the X f
j value has been found, the worst-case Qt(l

( f )
i ) is cal-

culated as
Qt(l

( f )
i )worst = wi(X

f
j ). (3.9)

3.5 Implementation of the MRT-BLE pro-
tocol on COTS devices

In order to show the feasibility of the proposed protocol on COTS
hardware, I implemented it on the X-NUCLEO-IDB05A1 [75] de-
vices, i.e., a Bluetooth Low Energy evaluation board produced by
STMicroelectronics. These devices are equipped with communica-
tion modules that are compliant with the Bluetooth Specifications
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v4.1, i.e., the SPBTLE-RF BlueNRG-MS ones. The X-NUCLEO-
IDB05A1 allows expansion of the STM32 Nucleo boards and inter-
faces with the STM32 microcontroller via the SPI pin.

The testbed is composed of eight devices, as shown in Fig. 3.12.

Figure 3.12: The implemented topology.

Each device acts as both a GATT client and a GATT server.
Bidirectional communication consists in transmissions initiated by
the GATT servers, which update their exposed attributes and send
them through notifications. In the implemented topology, there are
three linked sub-networks and the devices S2, S3 and MS1 are shared
nodes. As the masters of the linked sub-networks are not synchro-
nized, connection events may overlap at the shared nodes. The mech-
anism described in Section 3.3 starts after the node MS1 has received
a synchronization packet from node M1.

Any time the shared slaves, i.e., S2 and S3, note (following a
GATT event) that MS1 has modified one of their exposed attributes
(the descriptor of one of their characteristics), they will enable or
disable the connections with M2. In particular, if MS1 has enabled
the connections with S2 and S3, both of them will disable the con-
nections with M2. Conversely, if MS1 has disabled the connections
with S2 and S3, both of them will enable the connections with M2.
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Fig. 3.13 shows the timing of the masters M1, MS1 and M2 in the
topology in Fig. 3.12. The semi-transparent rectangles represent the
timeslices during which the depicted connections are disabled.

Figure 3.13: Timing of the masters.

Fig. 3.13 shows that the node MS1 in the initial phase enables
only the connection with the master M1. Once the sync packet,
sent from node M1, is received by the node MS1, the mechanism of
enabling/disabling the connections starts. Each device implements
as many priority queues as the number of established connections
managed by the MRT-BLE sublayer. Each priority queue contains
the outbound packets for a specific connection. The insertion into a
given queue occurs, using a static routing function, when a packet is
generated or when a node receives a packet to forward. A backup
path can be provided for each flow. The priority of packets can
be assigned according to a configurable criterion. In this scenario
I dynamically assigned the priority of packets according to the hop
count, i.e., the number of hops that the packet has traversed. This
way, I can favor the packets that have to traverse more links to reach
the destination, thus avoiding to excessively increase their end-to-end
delay. For example, on the node MS1, a packet with source S4 (two
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hops) has a higher priority than a packet with source M2 (one hop).
When, on a device acting as a GATT server, a GATT event reports
that a connection has been enabled, the device is allowed to send
one packet for each enabled connection every connection interval.
Before sending a packet, each device has to check which connection
is enabled and then transmits the highest priority packet from the
queue of the enabled connection.

The realized testbed, shown in Fig. 3.14, consists of seven sensors
(M1, MS1, S2, S3, M2, S4 and S5) and one sink (S1) that collects the
data from all the sensors. My implementation does not include the
application layer of the sink that receives and processes the received
data.

Figure 3.14: The considered scenario.

The arrows in Fig. 3.14 show the direction of the data transmission
flows. As it can be seen, the nodes M1 and MS1 are a potential
bottleneck in the realized mesh network.

In the described scenario, the sensors generate a new packet every
second. Furthermore, the used devices permit to set the maximum
duration of each connection event (Tce). For each connection, the du-
ration of the connection interval Tci was set to 30ms and the Tce was
set to 5ms to allow up to five master connections and one advertising
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or scanning interval (they are mutually exclusive in a CI). In each
connection interval, the connected devices exchange only one packet
in their CE. The Tce is sized so as to take into account the time to
transmit one packet and any possible Link Layer retransmission.

On the final destination (i.e., the actuator S1) a specific check is
implemented to verify that no packet is lost.

The following subsections present the results of the measurements
performed to assess the feasibility of the MRT-BLE approach on
COTS devices and to analyze the application level end-to-end de-
lay experienced by multi-hop real-time data exchanges.

3.5.1 Packet end-to-end delay

This subsection presents the results of experimental measurements of
the packet end-to-end (e2e) delay as a function of the number of hops
from the source to the final destination. Note that, in the following,
the hop count is obtained summing up the number of traversed links
and the node S1 is assumed to be the final destination for all the
packets.

The relevant network parameters are summarized in Table 3.2.
The Tce parameter was set to accommodate the transmission of a

Table 3.2: Testbed parameters
Parameter Value

Tci 30 ms

Tce 5 ms

Xci 4

packet plus the potential retransmissions, while Tci is equal to the
duration of five connection events plus the scanning interval. As the
calculated Tsw(i) for enabling/disabling the connection is really high
(e.g., the Tsw for the link slMS1S2 in Fig. 3.14 is 180ms according
Eq. (3.1)), Xci was set to 4 to reduce the network end-to-end delay.
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In fact, as S2, S3, S4, S5, M2, and MS1 generate one packet with
destination S1 every second, the node MS1 should forward six packets
per second to M1 (the only device connected with S1). Consequently,
an overhead of 180ms for each packet would cause a large end-to-
end delay increase. Setting Xci equal to 4 in this case significantly
reduces the overhead of the proposed mechanism, i.e., 180ms every
four packet transmissions.

I defined seven flows (one from each node, except the sink) gen-
erated with a period of 1s and with a 30-byte payload. The param-
eters of the flows are shown in Table 3.3. The routing paths deter-
mine which packets actually interfere with the packets originated by
a given node. The interfence is due to the waiting times in the out-
bound queues of the intermediate nodes that the packets traverse to
reach the final destination.

Table 3.3: Parameters of the flows
Flow ID Source Period Routing Path

0 S5 1s lM2S5, slM2S3, slMS1S3, slM1MS1, lM1S1

1 S4 1s lM2S4, slM2S2, slMS1S2, slM1MS1, lM1S1

2 M2 1s slM2S3, slMS1S3, slM1MS1, lM1S1

3 S3 1s slMS1S3, slM1MS1, lM1S1

4 S2 1s slMS1S2, slM1MS1, lM1S1

5 MS1 1s slM1MS1, lM1S1

6 M1 1s lM1S1

The assessed metric here adopted is the packet end-to-end delay
at the application layer, defined as the time difference between the
packet generation time at the source and the reception time at the
receiver, measured at the application layer. The end-to-end delay is
measured by a third device, hard-wired to both the source and the
destination nodes, as the difference between the packet reception time
(i.e. when the receiver node sets up a pin) and the packet generation
time (i.e., when the source node sets up a pin) .
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According to the timing analysis in Section 3.4, the worst case
response-time (WCRT) values are shown in Table 3.4. These values
represent the upper bound of the expected end-to-end delay for each
flow.

Table 3.4: WCRT values
Source WCRT value

M1 240 ms

MS1 2010 ms

S2 2460 ms

S3 2490 ms

M2 1770 ms

S4 1710 ms

S5 1710 ms

Fig. 3.15 gives the end-to-end delay distribution for the packets
generated by node M1 (i.e., single-hop), that shows the percentage
of packets that experienced the plotted end-to-end delay values.

As it is shown in Fig. 3.15, every packet generated by the node M1
was delivered to the destination (S1) within 120ms. The measured
delay is only due to the waiting time that a packet experiences in the
queue before transmission. Note that the node M1 can transmit a
packet every connection interval, as the connection with the node S1
is always enabled. The delay experienced by the packet with source
M1 is a multiple of Tci (depending on the number of higher priority
packets enqueued in the priority queue) plus the waiting time for the
assigned Link Layer slot. If both the application queue and BLE
queue are empty, the packet will be delivered to destination within
30ms (Tci).

The experimental results show that the path of these packets in
the considered scenario (i.e., the one in Fig. 3.14) and the priority
policy bound to three connection intervals the waiting time for the
Link Layer transmission of the packets originating from M1. Conse-
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Figure 3.15: End-to-end delay distribution - node M1 (single hop).

quently, the end-to-end delay for these packets is lower than 120ms
(i.e., 4*Tci).

Fig. 3.16 shows the end-to-end delay distribution for the packets
originating from the node MS1 (i.e., two-hop packets).

Almost all these packets reach the final destination in less than
390ms. Fig. 3.16 shows that a low percentage of packets (lower than
4%) with source node MS1 reach the final destination within 420ms.
This delay mainly consists of the waiting times in the queues due
to the interference of higher priority packets, i.e., the packets origi-
nating from the other source nodes (i.e., all of them but M1), that
accumulated more hops on their way.

Fig. 3.17 shows the end-to-end delay distribution for the packets
with source node S3 (i.e., three-hop packets).

Almost all these packets (i.e., 95% of them) reach the final des-
tination within 810ms. A very limited percentage of packets (about
1%) arrived to destination within about 1170ms.

Fig. 3.18 shows the end-to-end delay distribution for the packets
with source node M2 (i.e., four-hop packets).
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Figure 3.16: End-to-end delay distribution - node MS1 (two hops).

Almost all of the packets (about 95%) were delivered to the fi-
nal destination within 1050ms. An end-to-end delay of 1580ms was
experienced by a limited percentage of packets (lower than than 2%).

The end-to-end delay peak values shown in Figures 17 and 18
are due to the longer queuing delays that the packets generated by
the nodes S3 and M2 experience due to the interference of higher
priority packets. More specifically, the interfering packets for the
ones generated by the node S3 are those originating from the nodes
S5 and M2, while the interfering packets for the node M2 are the
ones generated by node S5.

Fig. 3.19 shows the end-to-end delay distribution for the packets
with source node S4. These packets experience a five-hop delay.

These packets arrived at destination within 1400ms. They expe-
rienced a waiting time in their source node lower than 30ms, as the
node S4 is not a forwarding node in the considered scenario and the
node M2 always keeps enabled the connections with node S4. Conse-
quently, packet transmission occurs within a connection interval since
the packet generation. Similar results were found for the packets gen-
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Figure 3.17: End-to-end delay distribution - node S3 (three hops).

erated by the node S5, that have the same hop count and thus the
same priority (i.e., the highest in the network) as the packets gener-
ated by S4. This is in accordance with the analysis, that obtained
the same worst-case response times for the packets originated by S4
and S5.

In all the considered cases, the measured end-to-end delays are
always lower than the worst case response-time values shown in Ta-
ble 3.4, as the analysis is safe.

Fig. 3.20 summarizes the cumulative distribution of the packet
end-to-end delay versus the source node and, therefore, versus the
number of hops between the source and the final destination.

Fig. 3.20 shows that the end-to-end delays of the packets that
have the same hop count to the final destination, for example, the
nodes S2 and S3, are centered around a given range of values. In fact,
almost all the packets generated by the nodes S2 and S3 reach the
destination within about 700 ms. Consequently, the cumulative dis-
tributions grow fast to reach a specific range of end-to-end delay val-
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Figure 3.18: End-to-end delay distribution - node M2 (four hops).

ues. This consideration is especially true for the packets that at most
experience a three-hop delay. For example, the cumulative distribu-
tion of end-to-end delay for the packets generated by MS1 grow very
fast around 330-360 ms. When the number of hops from the source
to the final destination increases, more factors affect the end-to-end
delay, therefore some packets will experience a higher variable delay
and the cumulative distributions grow more slowly. For instance, the
packets generated by the node S4 experience an end-to-end delays
distributed between 510 ms and 1410 ms.

3.6 Conclusions

This chapter proposes the MRT-BLE, a protocol working on top of
BLE that provides for bounded delays over IWSN with mesh topolo-
gies. The chapter addressed in detail the MRT-BLE protocol and
its configuration and implementation on COTS devices. To assess
the performance of the protocol, a worst-case timing analysis is also
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Figure 3.19: End-to-end delay distribution - node S4 (five hops).

presented and its outcomes are compared with the packet end-to-end
delays obtained in experiments on a real testbed. To the best of my
knowledge, in the literature there are no other mechanisms support-
ing real-time communication over BLE mesh networks. Other ap-
proaches addressing mesh topologies over BLE (e.g., Mesh BLE [36])
work in a best-effort way, therefore, they can be more bandwidth-
efficient and may also provide better average performance than MRT-
BLE, but they cannot temporally isolate time-critical flows and can-
not guarantee end-to-end delay bounds to individual flows. As a
result, these approaches cannot cope with the real-time requirements
of industrial communications. For this reason, no meaningful per-
formance comparison between MRT-BLE and such approaches can
be made for the purposes of this work. The MRT-BLE protocol is
a connection-oriented protocol, as the main aim here was on ensur-
ing a bounded packet delivery delay over multihop mesh IWSN. The
protocol therefore foresees that the network topology is offline con-
figured. This feature limits the applicability of MRT-BLE to IWSN
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Figure 3.20: Cumulative distribution of the packet end-to-end delay.

that include only fixed nodes. Future works will therefore investigate
a dynamic configuration mechanism to allow for both more flexibil-
ity and the free movement of nodes. Another line of investigation
includes a dynamic topology management mechanism, as the one
proposed in [76], and a stochastic response-time analysis able to take
into account also aperiodic traffic flows.
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Chapter 4

Industrial LoRa: a Novel
Medium Access Strategy for
LoRa in Industry 4.0
Applications

Industry 4.0 involves several enabling technologies (e.g., machine-to-
machine communications, real-time industrial communications, big
data analytics, etc.) to design, monitor and improve industrial pro-
cesses for a more efficient and more sustainable production. In this
context, wireless technologies play an important role. Industry 4.0
wireless applications typically require to cover large areas and trans-
mit a small amount of data per node. Consequently, while bandwidth
is not the main concern [77], reliability, bounded latency for real-time
flows, and energy efficiency are the key performance indicators [78].

Recently, Low-Power Wide-Area (LPWA) networks are attract-
ing attention because they offer connectivity to low-power devices
distributed over very large geographical areas. LPWA networks rep-
resent a novel communication paradigm that will complement tradi-
tional cellular and short-range wireless technologies in several appli-
cations, e.g., smart cities, personal IoT applications, agriculture, and
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vehicular communications [79], [80], [81], in which LPWA networks
would remove the need for multi-hop communications protocols, thus
reducing the transmission latency and the network overhead.

There are several competing LPWA technologies today, which
adopt various techniques to achieve long-range, low-power operation
and high scalability. In this chapter I investigate LoRa, a long-range
wireless communications system promoted by the LoRa Alliance.
LoRa stands for “Long Range” and is intended for long-lived battery-
powered devices, where the energy consumption is of paramount im-
portance. The medium control access for LoRa is currently defined by
LoRaWAN, a standardized MAC layer over LoRa. As LoRaWAN was
designed for sporadic nontime-constrained communications among a
relatively large number of nodes, it cannot support real-time indus-
trial applications.

Several industrial applications can benefit from a centralized ap-
proach, in which transmission scheduling is up to a central node that
determines the medium access according to a predefined order that
provides real-time flows with bounded latencies.

This work therefore proposes Industrial LoRa, a LoRa-based cen-
tralized MAC scheme that allows the use of LoRa technology in In-
dustry 4.0 real-time applications.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 summarizes re-
lated works, while Section 4.2 outlines the LoRa Physical layer, the
LoRaWAN MAC layer, and the constraints for a LoRa device op-
erating in the EU863-870MHz ISM Band. Section 4.3 presents the
Industrial LoRa design, while Section 4.4 addresses a simulative as-
sessment of Industrial LoRa and discusses the results obtained. Fi-
nally, Sec. 4.5 gives my conclusions and hints for future works.

4.1 Related Work

LoRaWAN [82] is the most adopted among LPWA technologies [83]
thanks to its low-cost and low-power properties. The paper [83]
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provides an overview of the capabilities and the limitations of Lo-
RaWAN. The work in [84] analyses the LoRaWAN functional com-
ponents and evaluates the physical and data link layer performance
through field tests and simulations. The work in [31] addresses a
simulative performance assessment to evaluate the behavior of Lo-
RaWAN industrial monitoring applications. Simulations are per-
formed with multiple SF assignment strategies and different networks
sizes. The results showed the LoRaWAN suitability for this kind of
applications.

LoRa is gaining ground in specific sectors, such as, smart cities [85] [86],
smart metering [38], health monitoring [87], fleet/goods tracking, en-
ergy management systems [88] and also in other monitoring applica-
tions in which other technologies, e.g., the IEEE 802.15.4 standard,
proved to be effective and efficient too [51].

Recently, low-power low-cost communication technologies that
were not originally intended for industrial environments, such as,
LoRa [77] and Bluetooth Low Energy [37] [89], have been success-
fully adapted for being used in industrial applications. In particular,
the work in [77] investigates the use of LoRaWAN in wireless sensors
and actuators network for Industry 4.0 applications and proposes a
light modification of the LoRaWAN upper layer that applies a TSCH-
like approach [90]. The proposed Industrial LoRa protocol defines a
MAC strategy to support real-time and nonreal-time traffic, unlike
the work in [77], which provides only the support for real-time flows.
Moreover the approach proposed in this thesis schedules a period for
downlink communications. Furthermore, in Industrial LoRa the con-
firmed messages are globally acknowledged with a single ack message
while in [77] these messages are confirmed in their uplink reserved
slot after the transmission, thus a longer slot must be set.
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4.2 LoRa Overview

The LoRa Alliance specification [82] [91] defines two distinct layers,
i.e., the LoRa Physical layer and the LoRaWAN MAC layer protocol,
which are briefly summarized in the following Subsections.

4.2.1 LoRa Physical Layer

The LoRa is a physical layer radio modulation technique patented
by Semtech [26] [92]. LoRa operates in the unlicensed sub-GHz ISM
band and utilizes Chirp Spread Spectrum (CSS) modulation to en-
code an input signal into chirp pulses spread over a wide spectrum.
This technique offers robustness to long-range transmissions.

Each LoRa transmission is characterized by several customizable
parameters [93], such as the Spreading Factor (SF), the Coding Rate
(CR) and the Bandwidth (BW). Tuning these parameters has an
impact on the communication range, the bit rate, the robustness to
interference or noise, the error-correction capability, and the ease of
decoding. The available values for each parameter depend on the
region where LoRa devices are deployed [91], as will be described in
Subsection 4.2.3.

LoRa defines the spreading factor as the base-2 logarithm of the
number of chirps per symbol [84]. The SF configuration allows to
tune the bit rate and the covered distance. The higher the SF (i.e.,
the lower the bit rate), the longer the communication range, therefore
a trade-off between data-rate and communication range is needed. As
the choice of different SFs also enables orthogonal signals, a receiver
can successfully receive distinct signals sent over a given channel at
the same time.

LoRa adopts cyclic error coding to perform forward error detec-
tion and correction. The code rate is the forward error correction
rate and it affects the Time on Air (ToA) of packet transmissions.
Error coding causes a transmission overhead (i.e., extra bits in the
LoRa PHY layer payload) that depends on the CR parameter. The
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latter can be set to one of the following values, 4/5, 4/6, 4/7, and
4/8.

Taking this into account, as well as the fact that SF bits of infor-
mation are transmitted per symbol, Equation (4.1) allows to compute
the useful bit rate (Rb).

Rb = SF ×
BW
2SF × CR (4.1)

Although the LoRa modulation can be used to transmit arbitrary
frames, a PHY frame format, shown in Fig.4.1, is specified and im-
plemented in Semtech’s transmitters and receivers.

Figure 4.1: The LoRa physical frame structure.

After a preamble, there is an optional header that indicates the
payload size (in bytes), the code rate used to mark the end of the
transmission and the presence/absence of a 16-bit payload CRC. The
payload size is limited to 255 bytes.

The work in [94] provides a mathematical model for calculating
the Time on Air for transmitting data in a LoRa network.

4.2.2 LoRaWAN

LoRaWAN is standardized by the LoRa Alliance and defines a MAC
layer protocol and a system architecture for networks using the LoRa
physical layer. LoRaWAN provides a medium access control mecha-
nism that enables multiple end-devices to communicate with a gate-
way using the LoRa modulation.

The LoRaWAN networks work over a star-of-stars topology, as
shown in Fig. 4.2, in which communications between end-devices and
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a central network server occurs through gateway nodes that trans-
parently relay messages. End-devices send data to gateways over
a single wireless hop and gateways are connected to the network
server through a non-LoRaWAN network. Communication is bidi-
rectional. Uplink communication from end-devices to the network
server is strongly favored.

Figure 4.2: The LoRaWAN star-of-star topology.

LoRaWAN defines three device classes, i.e., Class A, B and C,
with different capabilities [91]. Class-A nodes have the lowest power
consumption and use Pure ALOHA access for the uplink. Downlink
transmission is only allowed after a successful uplink transmission.
Class-B nodes allow the schedule of additional receive windows for
downlink traffic without prior successful uplink transmissions. Fi-
nally, Class C devices continually listen to the channel except when
they are transmitting.

All LoRa messages carry a PHY payload (i.e, the MAC frame)
starting with a single-octet MAC header (MHDR), followed by a
MAC payload (MACPayload), and ending with a 4-octet message
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integrity code (MIC). The MAC payload contains a frame header
(FHDR), followed by an optional port field (FPort) and an optional
frame payload field (FRMPayload). The Fig. 4.3 shows the MAC
frame format (the number under the field name indicates the field
size in byte).

Figure 4.3: The LoRaWAN MAC frame structure.

The maximum length of the MACPayload and FRMPayload fields
(i.e., respectively, M and N) is region-specific and is specified in the
Subsection 4.2.3.

The LoRaWAN specification [82] provides more detail about the
MAC frame.

4.2.3 Regional Parameters EU863-870MHz ISM
Band

Due to the relatively low bit rate and operating in unlicensed bands,
the LoRa behavior is mainly limited by the duty-cycle regulations.
In Europe, operation in the 868 MHz region is normed by the ETSI
regulations [EN300.220] [95], in the bands and sub-bands specified
in the ERC Recommendation 70-03. The ETSI regulations impose
some restrictions such as, the maximum time the transmitter can
be on or the maximum time a transmitter can transmit per hour,
and they allow to choose of using either a duty-cycle limitation or a
so-called Listen Before Talk Adaptive Frequency Agility (LBT AFA)
transmissions management. As described in the next Section, the
Industrial LoRa approach proposed in this work, following the Lo-
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RaWAN specifications, [91], uses duty-cycled limited transmissions
to comply with the ETSI regulations.

The limitations on duty-cycle and end-device EIRP (TXPower)
expressed in dBi in the EU863-870MHz ISM Band are shown in Ta-
ble 5.3.

Table 4.1: EU863-870 duty cycle limitations
Sub-band Frequency Band Maximum EIRP Duty Cycle

h1.4 868.00 - 868.60 14 1%
h1.5 868.70 - 869.20 14 0,1%
h1.6 869.40 - 869.65 27 10%
h1.7 869.70 - 870.00 14 1%

Note that the four sub-bands do not correspond to four channels,
e.g., the sub-band h1.4 is divided into three channels, each one with
a bandwidth of 125 KHz.

The devices working in the EU863-870Mhz ISM band must use
a preamble of 8 symbols. The size (in bytes) of the maximum MAC
payload (M) and the maximum application payload (N) in the ab-
sence of the optional FOpt control field derives from limitations of
the PHY layer depending on the effective modulation rate used. Ta-
ble 4.2 shows the physical bit rate, and the M and N values that are
relevant to the LoRa configuration.

Table 4.2: EU863-870 Physical bit rate
LoRa Indicative physical M N

configuration bit rate (bit/s)
SF12 / 125KHz 250 59 51
SF11 / 125KHz 440 59 51
SF10 / 125KHz 980 59 51
SF9 / 125KHz 1760 123 115
SF8 / 125KHz 3125 250 242
SF7 / 125KHz 5470 250 242
SF7 / 250KHz 11000 250 242
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4.3 Industrial LoRa design
The proposed MAC scheme works with a star topology, as shown in
Fig. 4.4, where a sink node collects data from end-devices and acts
as the network coordinator synchronizing the nodes with a periodic
beacon. The sink node can also communicate data/commands to the
end nodes (ENs).

Figure 4.4: The network topology.

The Industrial LoRa protocol, here proposed, provides a medium
access mechanism able to support periodic real-time traffic and ape-
riodic traffic. In Industrial LoRa the network time is organized in
cyclically scheduled superframes. The superframe is composed of
five sections, as shown in Fig. 5.1: a)The beacon section; b)The Con-
tention Access Period (CAP); c)The Contention-Free Period (CFP);
d)The Downlink Period; e)The CFP Ack section.

Figure 4.5: The structure of superframe.

Each superframe starts with a beacon section. During the beacon
section a beacon is transmitted in broadcast by the sink. The bea-
con synchronizes all end nodes in the network and communicates the
start of the superframe. After the beacon section, the CAP starts.
During the CAP, non-periodic unconfirmed data can be sent from
the end nodes to the sink. The end nodes compete for channel ac-
cess using the Pure ALOHA mechanism. When an end node has a
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message to transmit, it generates the transmission parameter pair
(channel, spreading factor). The message is transmitted on the se-
lected channel and with the selected spreading factor after a random
time delay. Each CAP messages transmission can start as long as it
can be completed within the CAP. To meet the duty cycle restric-
tions, the generated transmission parameter pair is considered valid
only after a local duty cycle check function verifies the transmis-
sion feasibility according to the duty cycle restrictions in each used
sub-band (Table 5.3). The duty cycle check function takes also into
account the periodic guaranteed communications, as a portion of the
duty cycle is reserved for CFP transmissions. In the mechanism here
proposed,during the CAP the channel and the spreading factor are
randomly chosen to reduce the collision probability. However, I am
aware that the distance between a specific node and the sink can be
used as an indicator to choose the the best SF values when a node
generates the transmission parameter pair (channel, spreading fac-
tor). Such an aspect is out of the scope of this chapter and will be
investigated in future works.

When the CAP finishes, the CFP starts. The CFP is devised
for periodic real-time confirmed flows and exploits a Multi-Channel
and Multi-SF Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) to access the
channel. This superframe section is made up of a set of timeslots,
which are used for unidirectional communications from the end nodes
to the sink. Timeslots are characterized by the assignments of the
triplet (channel, spreading factor, timeslot) to an end node. This
way, once fixed the set of used channels and the set of used spreading
factors, it is possible to assign the duration of the CFP so as to
provide the required number of guaranteed communications within
a superframe. Note that, the transmissions with different spreading
factors are made with orthogonal signals, so the sink is able to receive
multiple messages transmitted over the same channel at the same
time.

In each CFP timeslot a node is allowed to transmit messages with
the maximum-sized application payload, i.e. an application param-
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eter compliant with the regional parameters of a specific ISM band
(Table 4.2). The timeslot duration is fixed depending on the maxi-
mum size of the physical layer payload (closely related to the fixed
maximum size of the application layer payload) and the physical bit
rate. As a consequence, timeslots that schedule transmissions with
different SF will have a different duration. In fact, the SF affects
the bit rate and thus the time required to transmit a maximum-sized
message. The CFP timeslots have to be assigned so as to provide
guaranteed communications while maintaining the compliance with
the duty cycle limitations. For the sake of simplicity, the proposed
protocol does not define any mechanism to dynamically assign the
timeslots to the network devices. Hence, the timeslots in the CFP
are assigned offline. However, the proposed approach does not ex-
clude the possibility to adopt a dynamic CFP timeslot assignment.

At the end of the CFP, the Downlink Period starts. The Down-
link Period is devised for both confirmed and unconfirmed commu-
nications from the sink to the end nodes. A downlink confirmed
transmission requires that an end node transmits an ack message
immediately after receiving the message.

The CFP Ack section starts after the Downlink period. In the
CFP Ack section one ack message (containing acknowledgments in
the form of ack-bit array) is transmitted in broadcast by the sink to
confirm the messages it received in the CFP.

The duration of the sections in the proposed superframe are con-
figurable so as to achieve a trade-off between the resources allocated
to periodic and aperiodic transmissions and the energy consumption.
Moreover, the configuration of the superframe has to be made com-
pliant with the duty cycle restrictions.

Industrial LoRa uses a frame format compliant with the LoRaWAN
specifications. Consequently x bytes of the PHY payload correspond
to (x-12 ) bytes of the application layer payload in the absence of the
optional FPort and FOpts fields.

The contribution of this chapter consists in the Industrial LoRa
protocol itself and the relevant simulative assessment to show the
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feasibility of the proposed approach. To the best of my knowledge,
this is the first LoRa-based MAC scheme that provides support to
different types of flows.

4.4 Simulative Assessment
In this section the simulative assessment of Industrial LoRa is de-
scribed. The used simulator was developed using the OMNeT++
simulation environment. The FLoRa [96] (Framework for LoRa)
framework was adopted for the wireless channel and the LoRa phys-
ical layer, while the MAC layer was developed from scratch. FLoRa
is based on the OMNeT++ simulation environment and uses compo-
nents from the INET framework.

The performance metrics used to evaluate Industrial LoRa are the
Packet Loss Ratio (PLR) and the End-to-End Delay (E2E delay).
The PLR is defined as the ratio between the number of lost messages
and the overall number of messages transmitted by the sensor nodes.
The PLR is measured at the application layer and is expressed in
percentage. The E2E delay is defined as the time difference between
the packet generation time at the source and the reception time at
the receiver, measured at the application layer.

The simulations do not consider processing delays, as they are
implementation-dependent.

4.4.1 Simulated scenario

The assessment refers to an industrial use case similar to the one
proposed in [97], where a large number of nodes need to communicate
with a sink.

Two different kinds of nodes are considered, i.e. stationary nodes
(S_nodes) and mobile nodes (M_nodes). I took into account that
75% of the end nodes are M_nodes and 25% of end nodes are S_nodes.

The simulated network topology consists in a network of 101
nodes, i.e. a sink, 25 stationary nodes and 75 mobile nodes. The
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sink is located in the center of the sensing area to ensure the max-
imum coverage range. In order to have acceptable bit rate, in the
simulations I only use values of spreading factor from 7 to 9 (i.e., a
bit rate from 1760 bit/s to 5470 bit/s if bandwidth is equal to 125
kHz).

All the nodes are placed in the radio coverage of the sink, i.e.
a range of 250 meters with spreading factor equal to 9. Table 4.3
shows an indicative maximum coverage range for messages sent with
a specific SF.

Table 4.3: Simulation parameters
SF Indicative maximum coverage range
7 125m
8 180m
9 250m

In the simulated scenario 50 nodes (i.e., 40 M_nodes and 10
S_nodes) are located within a distance of 125m from the sink with
an SF equal to 7 for periodic transmissions, while 30 nodes (i.e., 20
M_nodes and 10 S_nodes) are located within a distance of 180m
with an SF equal to 8 for periodic transmissions. Finally, 20 nodes
(15 M_nodes and 5 S_nodes) are located within a distance of 250m
with an SF equal to 9 for periodic transmissions.

All nodes (with the exception of the sink) simulate sensor nodes
with the same communication requirements. The application of each
sensor node generates a periodic message every 35s (e.g. the require-
ments of distributed measurement systems for industrial automation
include an update rate, i.e. a cycle time, up to 60s [98]). The periodic
messages are transmitted in reserved slots in the CFP. The workload
of each node is compliant with the ETSI regulations [EN300.220] [95]
without any restrictions on the choice of considered sub-bands. In
fact, every device maintains the duty cycle less than or equal to the
1% (i.e., the minimum allowed duty cycle among the considered sub-
bands).
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Furthermore, the nodes generate aperiodic messages with a pe-
riod that varies with an exponential distribution with a mean of 70s.
These messages will be sent in the CAP using random physical pa-
rameters (among a set of allowed values) after a duty cycle check
function that validates the chosen parameters.

The considered application payload is set to 38 bytes, as in indus-
trial application a typical physical layer payload is 50-byte long [77], [97].

The superframe is set so as to assign at least one slot to each node
and to provide a superframe duration shorter than the application
message generation period.

The configured superframe includes:

• one beacon;

• one Contention Access Period (CAP) of 4.040s;

• a Contention-Free Period (CFP) of 6.060s with 525 slots. In
the CFP there are 300 slots with SF equal to 7. 150 slots with
SF equal to 8 and 75 slots with SF equal to 9;

• one downlink period of 3.232s in which there are 8 slots with
SF equal to 9;

• one CFP Ack.

Note that, the sink uses SF equal to 9 for the transmission of both the
beacon and the downlink period messages to guarantee the maximum
coverage range. The duration of the slots in CFP is calculated ac-
cording to the equation provided in [94], that suggests a lower bound
for the slots duration. In particular, the slots with SF equal to 7 are
101ms long, while the slots with SF equal to 8 are 202ms long and
the slots with SF equal to 9 are 404ms long.

The relevant simulation parameters are summarized in Table 5.8.
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Table 4.4: Simulation parameters
Parameter Value
Coding Rate 4/5
Bandwidth 125 KHz

Transmission Power 14 dBi
Spreading Factor 7 - 8 - 9

Sub-bands h1.4 - h1.6 - h1.7
Physical Payload 50 bytes

Periodic messages generation period 35s
Superframe duration 17.5s

4.4.2 Simulation results

The simulation run was set to 3600s (i.e., an hour) in order to collect
a significant number of data. In the simulations the LoRa log-normal
shadowing propagation model (provided by the FLoRa framework)
was adopted.

In the simulations no periodic messages are lost in the CFP. In
fact, all the 102 messages (i.e., the amount of messages generated in
a hour) that every node sends to the sink arrived to the destination,
and the nodes received all the 102 acknowledgements for the messages
transmitted in the CFP.

Fig. 4.6 shows the average PLR for the aperiodic messages trans-
mitted in the CAP, grouped by their type (stationary or mobile) and
their maximum distance from the sink.

The results in Fig. 4.6 show that most of the aperiodic messages
are lost due to the Pure ALOHA medium access strategy used in the
CAP. For the CAP transmissions, nodes uses random spreading fac-
tors (from 7 to 9 in the simulated scenario), thus the nodes closest to
the sink present an average PLR slightly better than the other nodes,
also if they choose low spreading factor. Conversely, the spreading
factor has a high impact on the nodes that are located far away from
the sink, as a low spreading factor entails low reliability on long dis-
tances. Mobile nodes obtained a better PLR than stationary nodes
(250m) as they move, and on average their position is closer to the
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Figure 4.6: Average PLR for aperiodic messages.

sink than the stationary nodes located 250m far away from the sink.
The results relevant to the minimum and maximum end-to-end

delays of the periodic messages transmitted in the CFP (grouped by
spreading factor) are shown in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5: E2E delay
SF Min Max Avg Std
7 0.176s 17.575s 11.117s 7.109
8 0.256s 17.554s 9.668s 7.350
9 0.618s 17.714s 11.555 6.732

The end-to-end delay results confirmed the effectiveness of the
proposed approach. In fact, as it was expected, the maximum appli-
cation end-to-end delay that was obtained is always lower than 17.9s,
that corresponds to the superframe duration plus the largest dura-
tion of one CFP timeslot (i.e., the one with SF equal to 9). The high
variability of the end-to-end delay (i.e., from Min E2E delay to Max
E2E delay) is due to the position of the CFP slots in the superframe.
In fact, the application layer is not synchronized with the MAC layer.
Hence for instance, a periodic message may be generated just after
its transmission timeslot elapsed (worst case delay) or just before
its transmission timeslot starts (best case delay). Anyway, this result
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proves that the latency of periodic communications is bounded, which
represents the most important feature of the proposed approach.

4.5 Conclusions
This chapter proposed Industrial LoRa, a novel medium access strat-
egy working on top of LoRa that provides support for both real-time
and nonreal-time communications. Simulation results showed that
Industrial LoRa guarantees periodic transmissions in the CFP with
no collisions, high reliability (thanks to an accurate planning of the
spreading factor parameters), and bounded end-to-end delays. More-
over, Industrial LoRa provides high scalability thanks to the support
for nonreal-time aperiodic transmissions. However, the Pure ALOHA
medium access strategy, that is used in the CAP, does not provide
high reliability for aperiodic message transmissions. The reason is
twofold. a) The ALOHA mechanism does not avoid collisions; b)
the Spreading Factor selection algorithm does not take into account
the signal quality. The CAP reliability can be improved defining a
suitable spreading factor selection strategy. Future works will inves-
tigate strategies to increase the reliability for nonreal-time transmis-
sions and other medium access strategies in the CAP. Furthermore,
dynamic configuration mechanisms (e.g., a dynamical timeslot as-
signment mechanism) to allow more flexibility and scalability will be
proposed.
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Chapter 5

RT-LoRa: A Medium Access
Strategy to support Real-time
flows over LoRa-based
networks for Industrial IoT
applications

Low Power Wide Area (LPWA) networks, such as the ones based on
the LoRa (Long Range) technology represent a novel communication
paradigm that will replace or complement traditional cellular and
short-range wireless technologies in several applications.

In the Internet of Things (IoT) field, LPWA networks are ex-
pected to offer energy-efficient connectivity to a high number of low
power devices, distributed over very large geographical areas, that
do not require to transmit a large amount of traffic [31]. LoRa of-
fers notable properties, such as long range, low data rates and low
energy consumption. Several IoT applications requiring those prop-
erties are found in smart cities, smart metering, fleet/goods tracking,
security, and health monitoring [48] [99]. For this reason, indus-
try and academia see LoRa as one of the "rising stars" of LPWAN-
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based IoT technologies [86] [100]. Moreover, LoRa is suitable for
distributed measurement systems [98], i.e., typical IoT applications
based on millions of sensors that collect data from the real world.
LoRa is an attractive solution also for industrial IoT, thanks to its
high robustness [101]. However, the LoRaWAN [82] [91] medium ac-
cess control (MAC) protocol for LoRa-based networks1 is intended
for sporadic nontime-constrained communications between low-cost
long-lived battery-powered devices. As a result, LoRaWAN adopts an
ALOHA-based medium access protocol, that cannot provide bounded
latency to the real-time flows typical of industrial applications. Con-
versely, a centralized approach, in which a central node manages
the medium access according to a predefined order, would be more
appropriate for the real-time flows generated from industrial IoT ap-
plications.

For this reason, Chapter 4 proposed Industrial LoRa [102], a cen-
tralized MAC protocol for star topologies working over LoRa that is
able to support both real-time and nonreal-time communications for
Industrial IoT applications. Chapter 4 (see Section 4.4) showed in-
teresting simulation results obtained by Industrial LoRa in a realistic
industrial scenario.

Motivation. However, Chapter 4 does not explore several as-
pects, i.e., the way to configure a generic network and to analytically
derive the upper bounds on the message latency. Moreover, the Pure
ALOHA-based medium access strategy for aperiodic messages does
not provide sufficient reliability. The RT-LoRa protocol proposed in
this chapter builds upon the Industrial LoRa [102] protocol proposed
in Chapter 4, but it overcomes the limitations of Industrial LoRa
through a number of extensions and improvements that also increase
the communication reliability.

Contributions. This chapter contribution consists of the de-

1In this work, the term LoRa refers to the physical layer, that is based on
a proprietary spread spectrum modulation scheme patented by Semtech, while
the term LoRaWAN refers to the MAC layer, an open standard promoted by the
LoRa Alliance.
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tailed design of the RT-LoRa MAC scheme itself and the guidelines
on setting the network parameters. The guidelines enable the network
designer to correctly configure the superframe structure and assess
whether a feasible schedule for a given set of flows (i.e., a schedule
compliant with the application constraints) can be found. The chap-
ter also provides a simulative performance assessment in terms of
packet loss ratio and end-to-end delay.

Chapter overview. The chapter is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 5.1 deals with background and related works. Section 5.2 out-
lines the LoRa technology and constraints. Section 5.3 presents the
RT-LoRa design, while Section 5.4 provides guidelines for setting the
superframe in a RT-LoRa network complying with the protocol re-
strictions. Section 5.5 addresses a simulative assessment of RT-LoRa
and discusses the results obtained. Finally, Sec. 5.6 gives conclusions
and hints for future works.

5.1 Background and Related Work

5.1.1 Background

Among the wireless communication technologies for low power IoT
communication, two main categories can be identified, i.e., Low Power
Local Area Networks (LPLANs) and Low Power Wide Area Networks
(LPWANs) technologies, as discussed in [84].

The LPLANs include several technologies, such as IEEE 802.15.4
and Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). They are suitable for short-range
personal area networks, body area networks or for larger areas when
a mesh topology is used [35, 37, 63, 89]. In particular, the IEEE
802.15.4 and BLE standards are widely used for wireless sensor net-
works. The IEEE 802.15.4 defines a physical (PHY) and a MAC layer
used in several wireless protocol stacks (such as ZigBee and 6LoW-
PAN [44, 103, 104]), while BLE defines a complete protocol stack.
BLE is mainly used in indoor human-oriented applications (home en-
tertainment, health monitoring, personal security) [105] [106], while
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IEEE 802.15.4 is adopted in industrial and environmental monitor-
ing, security, and process automation [51,90,107].

The LPWANs can be seen as low power competitors of cellular
networks, so they are suitable for long range applications where each
“cell” covers thousands of end-devices. LPWANs include several tech-
nologies, such as LoRaWAN, SigFox and NB-IoT [108]. They provide
very low data rates, but support large areas (up to several kilometers),
e.g., a smart city. The power consumption of a long-range transceiver
is similar to the one of an IEEE 802.15.4 transceiver [109]. Typical
applications for long-range technologies are smart metering, smart
grid and environmental monitoring.

LoRaWAN is considered one of the most successful LPWAN tech-
nologies [110] [83]. Comparing with other technologies, such as NB-
IoT and Sigfox, LoRaWAN operates in the license-free spectrum,
whereas NB-IoT uses licensed frequency bands. Moreover, LoRaWAN
supports a higher bit rate than SigFox. LoRaWAN networks work
over a star-of-stars topology and exploit a mechanism that enables
multiple end devices (EDs) to communicate with a central network
server through gateway nodes. The EDs send messages to gateways
through a single-hop LoRa communication using an ALOHA-based
MAC mechanism. In turn, the gateways relay data to the central
network server. Such a relay operation raises the developer from the
need to use a peer-to-peer protocol for IoT that performs routing over
subnetworks in the application layer [111]. The LoRa physical layer
allows multiple EDs to communicate simultaneously with the same
gateway, using different spreading factors (SFs) and channels. The
communication is bidirectional, but uplink transmissions from the
end devices to the network server are strongly favoured. As it was
previously mentioned, the LoRaWAN ALOHA-based MAC protocol
is not able to support real-time communications. For this reason,
this work proposes an alternative medium access protocol on top of
LoRa. Further details about LoRaWAN can be found in [82].
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5.1.2 Related work

Recent works have dealt with LoRaWAN [82] capabilities [83] [93],
performance [84], and parameter setting [31] [112] for indoor indus-
trial monitoring applications. For example, RS-LoRa [113] exploits a
lightweight scheduling upon LoRaWAN, in which the gateway peri-
odically sends some messages to the EDs, specifying communication
parameters, such as the allowed transmission power on each chan-
nel. Next, each ED independently determines the channel and time
offset to use for the deferred transmission. Although the probabil-
ity of collision between the transmitting EDs is reduced exploiting
different channels and other features, RS-LoRa is not able to sup-
port timeslots and time-bounded communications, as the time-offset
is randomly determined.

In [114] a Slotted ALOHA approach for LoRaWAN is proposed,
as an alternative to the classic ALOHA, to improve the packet loss
and throughput performance. While the approach in [114] proposes
a different way to rule transmissions in LoRaWAN, RT-LoRa is not
LoRaWAN, but a different MAC protocol that, unlike LoRaWAN, is
able to guarantee bandwidth to support real-time and non-real-time
flows over LoRa. Conversely, the approach in [114] cannot provide
bounded latency to real-time flows, as it does not allow to reserve
bandwidth.

In [115] the use of a network synchronization and scheduling en-
tity (NSSE) integrated in the LoRaWAN network server is proposed.
Each ED synchronizes to the NSSE, sending a request that contains
the traffic periodicity. In turn, the NSSE replies with a data structure
that contains the timeslot assigned to the node for communicating
with the gateway. However, in [115] the ED communication with the
gateway uses the transaction model defined by LoRaWAN for Class
A devices [82]. Consequently, the gateway is unable to start down-
link communications before a message from the ED is received. In
fact, class A devices open two receive windows (for downlink) after
an uplink transmission.
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On-Demand LoRa [109] is a MAC-layer, alternative to LoRaWAN,
that uses two different TDMA strategies, called Unicast and Broad-
cast TDMA, respectively. Each ED is equipped with a low power
transceiver, compliant to the Wake-up radio standard [116], that is
normally maintained in deep listening state. With Unicast TDMA,
the gateway sends a wake-up beacon to one specific ED that starts
uplink communications. With Broadcast TDMA, the gateway sends
a wake-up beacon to multiple EDs that start deferred uplink com-
munications using scheduled timeslots. Although On-Demand LoRa
is energy-efficient, it requires a non-standard LoRa transceiver.

In [77] a slightly modified version of the LoRaWAN upper layer
that implements a TSCH-like approach was proposed to make the
protocol suitable for industrial wireless networks. There are sev-
eral differences between RT-LoRa and the approach in [77]. First,
the TSCH-like approach works on top of LoRaWAN, while RT-LoRa
works on top of LoRa as an alternative option to LoRaWAN. Sec-
ond, the TSCH-like approach supports real-time flows only, while
RT-LoRa both real-time and nonreal-time traffic. Third, the ap-
proach in [77] only supports uplink unconfirmed communications,
whereas RT-LoRa supports uplink/downlink confirmed/unconfirmed
communications, thus being more flexible. Moreover, in [77] each flow
transmits only in one sub-band, as each flow is assigned one specific
slot with a fixed channel. Conversely, RT-LoRa adopts a frequency
rotation mechanism, according to which the slot assigned to each flow
has a varying channel, so the flow transmissions occur on different
sub-bands. This improves bandwidth exploitation while complying
with the duty cycle constraints that are imposed on each sub-band
by the regulations.

5.1.3 LoRa for industrial applications

Several recent works have addressed LoRa properties for industrial
applications. For instance, in [117] the LoRa performance and noise
robustness for a specific industrial application was assessed and the
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best configuration and trade-off between data rate and packet loss
were determined. The work in [101] presents an accurate timing
synchronization system for TDMA scheduling implemented on LoRa
and shows some experimental results. The main idea consists of using
the LoRa physical layer, but without the LoRaWAN MAC layer,
in order to obtain a new protocol stack that maximizes the radio
performance and complies with all the requirements of industrial IoT.
Using this approach LoRa may become a candidate technology for
low-bandwidth industrial IoT applications [97].

In particular, to the best of my knowledge, Industrial LoRa [102],
described in Chapter 4, is the first work that proposed a mechanism
to provide support for both real-time and nonreal-time communica-
tions over LoRa. In Industrial LoRa, the network access is orga-
nized in cyclically repeated superframes, consisting of five sections
(see Section 4.3), i.e., the beacon section, the Contention Access Pe-
riod (CAP), the Contention-Free Period (CFP), the Downlink Period,
and the CFP Ack section. In the beacon section, a beacon synchro-
nizes all the network nodes and indicates the start of the superframe.
During the CAP, that is intended for nonreal-time communications,
the end nodes compete for channel access using Pure ALOHA. The
CFP, that is intended for periodic real-time flows, consists in a set
of timeslots and exploits a Multi-Channel and Multi-Spreading Fac-
tor Time Division Multiple Access protocol. The Downlink Period is
for the communications from the network sink to the end nodes. In
the CFP Ack section, the sink broadcasts one acknowledgement mes-
sage to confirm the messages received during the CFP. Compared
to Industrial LoRa, the RT-LoRa protocol here proposed adds the
following features:

• Free mobility. All mobile nodes can move within the coverage
range of the sink without any restriction;

• Smart mobile nodes. An innovative mechanism based on mul-
tiple transmissions of the beacon frames by the sink allows the
mobile nodes to know the Spreading Factor values that are rec-
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ommended for transmission at a given time;

• Smart Contention Access Period. A novel MAC strategy, based
on Slotted ALOHA with spreading factor selection strategy
for aperiodic nonreal-time transmissions, enables more reliable
transmissions in the CAP;

• QoS classes for the flows of mobile nodes. Three classes of
Quality of Service (QoS) for the flows of mobile nodes allow
to choose the desired trade-off between reliability and energy
consumption on the basis of the flow requirements;

• Frequency rotation for CFP slots. Each node that schedules
a periodic real-time flow and has a timeslot assigned in the
Contention-Free Period performs a frequency rotation at every
superframe. This mechanism improves the communication ro-
bustness and bandwidth efficiency, while complying with the
duty cycle restrictions.

5.2 LoRa Overview

5.2.1 LoRa Physical Layer

The LoRa physical layer [26] enables long-range, low power com-
munications in the unlicensed sub-GHz ISM band and exploits the
Chirp Spread Spectrum (CSS) technique in order to offer robust-
ness to the transmissions. A typical LoRa radio is characterized by
some customizable parameters [93], such as Spreading Factor (SF),
Coding Rate (CR), and Bandwidth (BW). The values allowed for
these parameters depend on the region where the LoRa devices are
deployed [91].

The spreading factor is the base-2 logarithm of the number of
chirps per symbol [84], therefore a LoRa symbol, composed of 2SF

chirps, can encode SF bits of information. The SF configuration
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allows to tune the bit rate, covered distance, and energy consump-
tion. A higher spreading factor increases the Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR) and therefore the sensitivity and coverage range, but it also
increases the Time on Air (ToA), i.e., the transmission duration of
a packet. In particular, each SF increase approximately halves the
transmission rate and, hence, it approximately doubles the ToA and
energy consumption. Consequently, a trade-off between bit rate and
communication range is needed. According to several works in the
literature, such as [26, 118] and [100], radio communications with
different SFs are orthogonal to each other, so a receiver can success-
fully receive distinct signals that are sent over a given channel at the
same time using different SFs. Recently, the work in [119] demon-
strated the quasi-orthogonality of the SFs through both simulations
and an implementation based on the universal software radio periph-
eral (USRP). Consequently, transmissions with different SFs are not
completely immune to the adjacent SFs. However, the messages si-
multaneously transmitted on the same channel with different SFs can
be correctly decoded when the Signal-to Interference Ratio (SIR) of
the received packet is above the isolation threshold (see Tables I and
II in [119]).

The coding rate is the forward error correction (FEC) rate used
by the LoRa receiver to improve the robustness against interference.
It can be set to 4/(4 + Z), with Z ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. A higher value of
Z offers more robustness, but increases the ToA, as a better error
coding introduces a higher transmission overhead (i.e., extra bits in
the payload of the LoRa frame).

The bandwidth represents the range of frequencies in the trans-
mission band. A higher bandwidth gives a higher bit rate (thus, a
shorter ToA), but a lower sensitivity, due to additional noise. LoRa
networks typically operate at 500 kHz, 250 kHz or 125 kHz.

LoRa modulation can transmit arbitrary frames. Semtech’s trans-
mitters and receivers use a physical frame format that includes a
preamble, an optional header, a payload (limited to 255 bytes), and
an optional payload CRC.
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The work in [94] provides Eq. (5.1) to calculate the Time on Air
for the transmission of messages using the LoRa modulation. In
Eq. (5.1) SF, BW and CR are the Spreading Factor, Bandwidth and
Coding Rate, respectively. The other notation used in Eq. (5.1) is
summarized in Table 5.1.

ToA =
2SF

BW
(NP + 4.25 + SW + max(H, 0)) (5.1)

H =

⌈
8PL − 4SF + 28 + 16CRC − 20IH

4(SF − 2DE)

⌉
(Z + 4)

Table 5.1: Notations used for the ToA calculation in Eq. (1)
Symbol Definition

Z Value of the parameter Z being CR = 4
4+Z .

NP Number of preamble symbols.

SW Length of synchronization word.

PL Number of PHY payload bytes.

CRC CRC Presence (1=yes ; 0=no).

IH PHY header Presence (1=no ; 0=yes).

DE Use of data rate optimization (1=enabled ; 0=disabled).

For example, the transmission of a message with a physical pay-
load of 50 bytes, SF=7 and BW=125kHz, takes about 97 · 10−3 s,
using the parameter values shown in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2: Parameters for the ToA calculation
Parameter Z NP SW PL CRC IH DE

Value 1 8 8 50 1 0 0
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5.2.2 Regional Parameters EU863-870MHz ISM
Band

ETSI regulations impose to limit the LoRa transmitter activities us-
ing either a duty cycle limitation or the so-called Listen Before Talk
Adaptive Frequency Agility (LBT AFA) transmission management.
The proposed RT-LoRa uses duty-cycle limited transmissions to com-
ply with the ETSI regulations. The maximum duty cycle is defined
as the maximum percentage of time during which a transmitter node
can occupy a sub-band per hour. Table 5.3 shows the limitations
on duty cycle (DC) and maximum transmission power (expressed in
dBm) in the EU863-870MHz ISM Band. The number of available
LoRa channels (nCH) that are reported in Table 5.3 refers to chan-
nels with bandwidth of 125kHz (every channel needs at least 200kHz
considering some guard band [120]).

Table 5.3: EU863-870MHz ISM Band limitations relevant to this
chapter
Sub-band Frequency Available Maximum Duty

Band (MHz) Channels TX Power (dBm) Cycle
h1.4 868.00 - 868.60 3 14 1%
h1.5 868.70 - 869.20 2 14 0.1%
h1.6 869.40 - 869.65 1 27 10%
h1.7 869.70 - 870.00 1 14 1%

The four sub-bands do not correspond to four channels, e.g., the
sub-band h1.4 is divided into three channels, each one with a band-
width of 125 KHz.

Table 5.4 shows the physical bit rates that are relevant to the
configurations used in the assessment.

5.3 RT-LoRa design
RT-LoRa uses a star topology in which the end nodes and the sink
communicate through bidirectional links. The sink synchronizes the
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Table 5.4: EU863-870 Physical bit rates relevant to this chapter
LoRa Indicative physical

configuration bit rate (bit/s)
SF9 / 125kHz 1760
SF8 / 125kHz 3125
SF7 / 125kHz 5470

end nodes with periodic beacons, collects data from the entire net-
work and sends data/commands to the end nodes when needed. Two
different types of end nodes are supported, i.e, stationary nodes (SN),
that are fixed in the sensing area, and mobile nodes (MN), that move
in the sensing area. The sink is a stationary node located approxi-
mately in the center of the sensing area. Each node can send data
belonging to one or more periodic real-time flows.

The centralized medium access mechanism proposed in this chap-
ter supports both periodic real-time and aperiodic nonreal-time traf-
fic. In RT-LoRa, the network time is organized into superframes
that cyclically repeat. Each superframe is composed of five main
sections: Beacon, Contention Access Period (CAP), Contention-Free
Period (CFP), Downlink, and CFP Ack. Fig. 5.1 shows the super-
frame structure (the size of the sections is not in scale for graphic
reasons).

Figure 5.1: The superframe structure.

The CAP and CFP contain several timeslot sets, where each
timeslot is a conventionally defined time interval in the schedule. The
timeslots are scheduled over different channels and spreading factors.
Messages that are sent on the same channel with different SFs do not
collide, as in my design I make the assumption commonly found in
the relevant literature (e.g., in [77]) that the transmissions performed
using different spreading factors are orthogonal.
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To easily describe RT-LoRa, I assume that the maximum size of
the messages is set by the application. The timeslot duration is set
as a function of the maximum message size and of the physical bit
rate, so as to ensure that a maximum-sized message can be trans-
mitted in each timeslot. Consequently, the timeslots that schedule
transmissions with different SF values have a different duration, as
the SF affects both the bit rate and the ToA. The notation τSFx in-
dicates a timeslot for transmissions with the SF value set to x, while
τsx is a set that comprises all the timeslots in which transmissions
take place with SF = x. The duration of the timeslots is calculated
according to Eq. (5.1), that imposes a lower bound on the timeslot
duration. For the sake of simplicity, we start calculating the dura-
tion of the timeslots belonging to the first set (τs0), assuming that
the transmissions are performed with the minimum SF value that is
allowed by the application (SFτs0 = SFmin). Then, we set the duration
of a second set of timeslots (τs1) for transmissions with the next SF
value (SFτs1 = 1+ SFmin). The operation is repeated for each of the n
allowed SF values, thus defining n timeslot sets, where the following
condition holds: (SFτsi+1 = 1 + SFτsi ). As each SF increase approxi-
mately doubles the ToA, the duration of τsi+1 is twice the duration of
τsi , and so on. This way, the timeslots durations are multiple of each
other.

The RT-LoRa design assumes that the number n of SF values
allowed by the application is less than or equal to the number of used
sub-bands. I suggest to set the duration of the CAP and CFP equal
to a multiple of the maximum-sized timeslot duration. For example,
let us consider an application that allows the SF values s ∈ {7; 8; 9}
and transmits messages using the parameters shown in Table 5.2 on
channels with bandwidth of 125kHz. In this case, the duration of τs0
should be set to 0.101s, i.e., the 0.097s value obtained by Eq. (5.1)
plus 0.004s, as suggested in [120]. Then, the duration of τs1 and τs2
should be equal to 0.202s and 0.404s, respectively.

Fig. 5.2 shows the structure of CFP/CAP for an application sce-
nario that allows 3 SF values and uses 3 channels. In Fig. 5.2, τSFx
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indicates the timeslots belonging to the the first set (i.e., τs0), there-
fore, τSFx+1 corresponds to τs1 , while τSFx+2 corresponds to τs2 .

Figure 5.2: The CFP/CAP structure.

The following subsections provide details about each superframe
section.

5.3.1 Beacon section

The first section of a superframe is reserved to beacon transmissions.
Differently from Industrial LoRa [102] (see Section 4.3), in which the
Beacon section is only for synchronization purposes and only one
beacon is broadcast by the sink (using the highest SF among the val-
ues allowed by the application), RT-LoRa proposes a novel approach
based on multiple beacon transmissions. Given a set of n SF values
allowed by the application requirements, these are used by the sink
to broadcast n beacons at the beginning of each superframe. Each
node updates a dynamic list of recommended SF values according to
the SFs of the beacons received during the current superframe. The
list is called the l(a)SF list. The update period of the list is equal to the
superframe duration. If no beacons are received during the Beacon
section of a superframe, the list will be automatically updated with
the highest available SF value allowed by the application. The pro-
posed multiple beacon strategy provides several advantages to mobile
nodes. In fact, the nodes are synchronized to the network time and
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they are able to determine the SF values currently recommended for
transmission to the sink. However, this strategy results in a larger
energy consumption, as it requires the transmission of multiple bea-
con messages. The beacon format is implementation-specific. The
lower bound for the Beacon section duration corresponds to the sum
of the ToA of the beacons.

5.3.2 Contention Access Period

In the CAP, aperiodic unconfirmed messages are sent from the end
nodes to the sink. The end nodes compete for the channel access
using a Slotted ALOHA-based mechanism. RT-LoRa randomly gen-
erates the 3-tuple of parameters (channel, spreading factor, timeslot)
that will be used for transmission. The spreading factor is randomly
selected among the currently recommended values, i.e., those in the
l(a)SF list described in the previous Section. The set of available chan-
nels is prepared using a duty cycle check function, that verifies the
transmission feasibility on the basis of the expected ToA of the mes-
sage according to the duty cycle restrictions 2. If the list of available
channels is not empty, the message is transmitted using the selected
channel and spreading factor, so as to reduce the collision probabil-
ity. Otherwise, the message is queued. The CAP is made up of a set
of timeslots on different channels and spreading factors, as shown in
Fig. 5.2. I suggest to set the duration of the CAP as a multiple of
the maximum-sized timeslot duration. A longer CAP duration gives
a lower collision probability, thus achieving better performance (i.e.,
lower packet loss ratio) for aperiodic transmissions. During the CAP,
each end node remains in sleep mode, except when it has an aperi-
odic message to transmit. In that case, the end node changes its state
from sleep to transmit mode rigth before the message transmission.
After the transmission, the end node returns to the sleep mode.

2The duty cycle check function takes into account both the bandwidth reserved
for the communications in CFP per hour and that consumed in the CAP in the
last hour
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5.3.3 Contention-Free Period

The CFP is devised for the real-time unidirectional communications
from the end nodes to the sink (uplink). It consists of n sets (one for
each SF value allowed by the application) of timeslots (see Fig. 5.2).
The timeslots are used to schedule the confirmed transmission of mes-
sages belonging to periodic flows, using a Multi-CH (channel) and
Multi-SF (spreading factor) Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)
strategy. Each i -th timeslot in the τsk set is characterized by three
items: the identifier I(i,k), that determines the start time of the sched-
uled transmission within the CFP, the channelset C(i,k), that contains
the set of frequencies used, and the SF value S(i,k). All the times-
lots in the same set τsk are characterized by the same SF value, i.e.,
S(i,k) = SFτsk . During the timeslot I(i,k), the transmission is performed
using the spreading factor S(i,k) and the channel C(i,k)(0) (i.e., the first
frequency in the channelset). Next, the frequencies in the channelset
rotate. It is advisable that the frequencies in the channelset belong
to different sub-bands. This mechanism, that runs every superframe,
improves communication robustness and bandwidth utilization, while
remaining compliant with the duty cycle restrictions of the selected
sub-bands. For the sake of simplicity, in RT-LoRa the timeslots in
the CFP are assigned offline.

In the CFP, each real-time flow generated by a stationary node
is assigned to one timeslot. The latter is chosen so that the related
SF value ensures a reliable communication between the stationary
source node and the sink. Conversely, the real-time flows generated
by a mobile node may need multiple timeslots to transmit one mes-
sage. RT-LoRa supports three QoS-classes for these flows, each asso-
ciated to a different strategy for the transmission over one or multiple
timeslots. The available QoS classes are:

• Normal (N). These flows are scheduled in y non-overlapping
timeslots (with different SF values) in the CFP, where y is the
number of spreading factors allowed by the application. The
channelsets of the timeslots go through the frequency rotation
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mechanism. Every message is transmitted in the timeslot that,
among the ones assigned to the N-flow, is characterized by the
lowest recommended SF value. A SF-value is “recommended”
when it belongs to the l(a)SF list. This flow class optimizes en-
ergy efficiency, as it takes the shortest ToA among the available
options.

• Reliable (R). These flows are scheduled in one timeslot in the
CFP, with the highest SF value allowed by the application.
While representing the best option in terms of bandwidth uti-
lization, as it needs one transmission per message, this class
results in higher energy consumption (due to the longer ToA).

• Most Reliable (R+). These flows are scheduled in y non-overlapping
timeslots (with different SF values) in the CFP, where y is the
number of spreading factors allowed by the application. Ev-
ery message is transmitted multiple times (replicas) during the
scheduled timeslots whose spreading factor is in the l(a)SF list.
The flows in the R+ class achieve the highest reliability, thanks
to the redundant transmissions, but the highest energy con-
sumption.

The QoS-class is assigned to each flow offline, thus realizing a
trade-off between reliability in transmission and energy consumption.
Note that the application layer may not be synchronized with the
MAC layer, so every message will be sent within the superframe that
follows the superframe in which the message has been generated.

Each end node is in transmit mode during the timeslots used for
the transmission of periodic real-time flows, while it remains in sleep
mode during the other timeslots in the CFP.

5.3.4 Downlink section

The Downlink section is used by the sink for transmitting to the end
nodes either Unicast or Broadcast messages. The first ones are sent
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by the sink to a specific end node. A bit in the payload indicates if
the message is confirmed. If so, the end node acknowledges imme-
diately after receiving the message. The sink transmits to the end
node using the same SF of the last successful transmission from the
end node, thus increasing the success probability comparing with a
random choice. Conversely, Broadcast messages are sent by the sink
to all the end nodes in the network, using the maximum SF value
among the ones allowed by the application. Broadcast messages are
unconfirmed. The end nodes must be on for listening to the downlink
channel (i.e., the established channel for downlink communications)
during this section. The Downlink section is optional and its dura-
tion is fixed by the network designer so as to find a trade-off between
the sink downlink throughput and the energy consumption of the end
nodes.

5.3.5 CFP Ack section

The CFP Ack section is used for global-Ack (GACK) frames that the
sink broadcasts to confirm the messages received from the end nodes
in the CFP of the same superframe. The GACK message contains a
data structure of z bits per each of the r end nodes in the network.
The format of such a data structure is implementation-specific. If one
GACK message of r ∗ z bits cannot be broadcast, as it is larger than
the maximum allowed physical payload, it can be split into multiple
frames, consecutively transmitted in the CFP Ack section. The end
nodes that send messages in the CFP section of the last superframe,
if they are interested in the ack, must be on and listening during this
section. The duration of this section is implementation-dependent.

5.4 RT-LoRa network configuration
This section proposes guidelines for the superframe configuration in a
RT-LoRa network for an application with a specific cycle time (CT),
here defined as the time interval in which all nodes can transmit once
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for each locally generated flow, highlighting the protocol limits due
to the duty cycle restrictions. The equations provided in this section
were used to set simulation parameters in Sect. 5.5.2 and to verify
the simulation results in Sect. 5.5.3 and 5.5.4.

In the following (Sect. 5.4.1), a schedulability assessment of RT-
LoRa is provided in order to verify the schedule feasibility for the
network flows, with a specific set of configuration parameters. If no
feasible schedule is found, a change of the application parameters is
required, such as a new set of SFs to be used for the application
and/or a different QoS class for the flows (N, R, R+).

For the schedulability assessment, we need to calculate the min-
imum superframe duration (Sect. 5.4.1) for a given set of periodic
flows. To accomplish this, we calculate the minimum CFP duration
needed to schedule all the periodic flows in the network (Sect. 5.4.2)
and the timing constraint, in terms of the minimum superframe du-
ration, that derives from the duty cycle restriction (Sect. 5.4.3).

The equations provided in the following are relevant to the end
nodes, so we do not consider beacons, downlink and CFP Ack com-
munications. However, a duty cycle check function, implemented in
the sink, takes into account all the sink transmissions. Consequently,
in the simulations all the needed checks are in place.

Table 5.5 summarizes the notations used in this Section.

5.4.1 Schedulability analysis

This section presents a schedulability assessment of RT-LoRa. In
particular, a methodology to calculate the minimum superframe du-
ration for a given set of periodic flows is provided. Then, the super-
frame duration is compared with the timing constraint deriving from
the duty cycle restriction, that defines the longest time interval (in
percentage) during which a transmitter node can occupy a specific
sub-band per hour. The value of the maximum end-to-end delay for
a message is calculated as the sum of the superframe duration and
the application-defined value σ(k)

(X,i) corresponding to the time interval,
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Table 5.5: Summary of notations
Symbol Definition

nSB Number of used sub-bands.

{S} Set of SF values allowed by the application.

smin Minimum SF value allowed by the application.

smax Maximum SF value allowed by the application.

ToA(SF=x) Time on Air of a maximum-sized messages transmitted with SF value equal to
x.

{NS } Set of stationary nodes (SNs).

{NM } Set of mobile nodes (MNs).

Tsl(SF=x) Duration of a timeslot with transmissions performed with SF value x.

T
(k)
sl(X, i,SF=x)

Duration of the timeslot assigned to the i-th flow of the k-th node characterized
by SF value equal to x. X can be N, R or R+ for MNs and Q for SNs.

{S}
(k)
(X, i)

Set of SFs in the timeslots assigned to the i-th flow generated by the k-th node.
X can be N, R or R+ for MNs and Q for SNs.

σ
(k)
(X, i)

Time interval within which the first and the last timeslot for the N (or R+)
i-th flow generated by the k-th node are allocated.

D
(k)
(X, i)

Deadline of the i-th flow generated by the k-th node. X can be N, R or R+ for
MNs and Q for SNs.

DCmin Minimum duty cycle value among those allowed by all the used sub-bands.

nN Overall number of N-flows generated by the MNs.

nR Overall number of R-flows generated by the MNs.

nR+ Overall number of R+-flows generated by the MNs.

n(SF=x) Overall number of flows that need a timeslot with SF value equal to x generated
by the SNs.

n
( j)
X Number of X-flows required by the j-th MN (X can be N, R or R+).

n
(h)
(SF=x)

Number of flows generated by the h-th SN with SF value equal to x.

∆S (h) Overall time needed by the h-th SN to send one maximum-sized message for
each of the n

(h)
(SF=x)

locally generated flows.

∆M (k) Overall time needed by the k-th MN to send one maximum-sized message for
each of the n

(k)
X locally generated flows.

ηt x Minimum value within the set containing the number of times that each node
can transmit the real-time flows in the CFP per hour, according to the duty
cycle restrictions.

Tsup f rm Superframe duration.

TCFP CFP duration.

TALL
CFP

(s) Time needed to schedule the transmission of the real-time flows generated by
all the SNs and MNs in the CFP for the SF s.

Tid Implementation-dependent time duration.
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within a superframe, between the start of the first scheduled timeslot
for a specific flow and the end of the last timeslot scheduled for the
same flow (if only one timeslot is scheduled for the flow, σ(k)

(X,i) is equal
to the timeslot duration). If the maximum end-to-end delay value is
lower than or equal to the application timing constraint, then the
schedule is feasible, as the flows will meet their deadline while com-
plying with the duty cycle constraint. Otherwise, a change of the
application parameters is required, for instance, a new set of SFs to
be used for the application and/or a different QoS class for the flows
(N, R, R+), etc., so as to find a feasible schedule with RT-LoRa.

It is mandatory that Tsup f rm ≥ T
MIN

sup f rm i.e., the superframe dura-
tion Tsup f rm must be larger than or equal to the minimum admissible
value for a superframe duration TMIN

sup f rm, calculated as:

TMIN
sup f rm = max

[
TCFP,T

(DC)
sup f rm

]
+ Tid (5.2)

In Eq. (5.2):

• TCFP is the CFP duration needed to schedule the transmission
to the sink of one maximum-sized message for each real-time
flow in the network (Sect. 5.4.2).

• T (DC)
sup f rm is the superframe duration (Tsup f rm) according to the

duty cycle (DC) limitation that considers the maximum number
of times that each node can transmit the real-time flows per
hour (Sect. 5.4.3).

• Tid is an implementation-dependent time duration that includes
the duration of the Beacon, CAP, Downlink and CFP Ack sec-
tions.

The TCFP is a "network limitation", as it considers all the flows
in the network, while T (DC)

sup f rm is a "local limitation", as it is relevant
to the node schedule. Consequently, the TMIN

sup f rm is calculated using
the maximum between these values.
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In detail, the flow set can be scheduled when Tsup f rm is lower than
the required cycle time.

Tsup f rm ≤ CT (5.3)

I assume that the message generation period is equal to the cycle
time in all the network end nodes. As discussed in Sect. 5.3.3, the
number of non-overlapping timeslots for the normal flow (N) or the
most reliable (R+) i-th flow generated by the k-th node, i.e., w, is
equal to the number of values in the {S} set. These w timeslots
are allocated in the CFP within an application-defined time interval
σ
(k)
(X,i) between the sum of the durations of the timeslots scheduled for

the flow and the CFP duration:

∑
s∈{S}(k)

(X,i)

T
(k)

sl(X,i,SF=s) ≤ σ
(k)
(X,i) ≤ TCFP (5.4)

where X ∈ {N, R+}. In fact, σ(k)
(X,i) will be equal to the sum of the

durations of the timeslots scheduled for the flow if these timeslots are
scheduled consecutively (i.e., if these timeslots are adjacent to each
other). On the other hand, σ(k)

(X,i) will be equal to TCFP if the first and
the last timeslots of the CFP are scheduled for the flow. The message
belonging to the i-th flow is delivered within the deadline D(k)

(X,i) if:

D(k)
(X,i)
≥ Tsup f rm + σ

(k)

(X,i)
⇒ Tsup f rm ≤ D(k)

(X,i)
− σ

(k)

(X,i)
(5.5)

Eq. (5.5) can be used also for an R-flow or a flow generated by
a stationary node, with σ

(k)
(X,i) equal to the duration of the timeslot

scheduled for that flow.
The worst case in terms of end-to-end delay is represented by spe-

cific conditions on an N-flow due to the features of this type of flow.
In fact, every message of an N-flow is transmitted in the scheduled
timeslot that is characterized by the lowest recommended SF value.
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Then, it is possible that in a superframe the timeslot recommended
for the transmission is the first among the ones assigned to the N-
flow, while in the next superframe the timeslot recommended for the
transmission is the last one. Such a case can be described as follows.
I assume that the first scheduled timeslot for that N-flow is selected
for the transmission in a specific superframe. I also assume, to take
the worst case, that the application layer of the nodes is not synchro-
nized with the MAC layer and, for this reason, the flow message is
generated right after the assigned timeslot. Consequently, the mes-
sage cannot be sent in the current superframe. As I am looking for
the worst case, I assume that the message is generated right after the
end of the timeslot it is assigned. Then, the message trasmission is
postponed to the next superframe. In the worst case, the timeslot
assigned for the trasmission of the message in the next superframe
will be the last one.

5.4.2 CFP duration

In this subsection I deal with the minimum CFP duration that is
needed to schedule the transmission to the sink of one maximum-
sized message for each real-time flow in the network.

The overall time T ALL
CFP (s) needed to schedule the transmission of

the real-time flows generated by all the the stationary and mobile
nodes in the CFP, calculated for a given SF value s in {S}, is:

T ALL
CFP (s) =

⌈
n�R(s) + nN + nR+ + n(SF=s)

nSB

⌉
∗ Tsl(SF=s) (5.6)

where n�R(s) = {nR if (s = smax); 0 otherwise }

Note that T ALL
CFP (s) takes into account the number of used sub-

bands (i.e., nSB). In fact, the number of CFP timeslots required by
all the nodes for each SF allowed by the application is divided by
nSB. The CFP duration TCFP is the maximum value among the times
T ALL

CFP (s), calculated for each SF s in {S}, i.e.:
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TCFP = max
[
T ALL
CFP (s)

]
∀s∈{S} (5.7)

5.4.3 Superframe duration according to the duty
cycle restrictions

In this subsection I address the minimum superframe duration ac-
cording to the duty cycle limitation.

Eq. (5.8) and (5.9) provide ∆S(h) and ∆M(k), i.e., the overall time
needed by the h-th stationary node and the k-th mobile node, respec-
tively, to send one maximum-sized message for each of its real-time
flows, according to the transmission strategies described in Sect. 5.3.3.

∆S(h) =

{
smax∑
i=smin

[
(n(h)
(SF=i)

) · ToA(SF=i)
]}

(5.8)

∆M (k) =

{
smax∑
i=smin

[
(n(k)N + n(k)R+) · ToA(SF=i)

]}
+ n(k)R ToA(SF=smax ) (5.9)

In Eq. (5.8) (5.9), the aperiodic communications in the CAP and
the ack messages of confirmed downlink communications are not con-
sidered, as they are unpredictable. However, a duty cycle check func-
tion, implemented in each end node, takes into account all the trans-
missions.

In Eq. (5.10), I calculate ηt x as the minimum value within the set
containing the number of times that each node can transmit the real-
time flows in the CFP per hour in the sub-band with DC = DCmin,
i.e., I also consider the worst case in terms of duty cycle. If the DC
limit is met in the sub-band in which DC = DCmin, it is also met in all
the other sub-bands in which DC > DCmin. In the Eq. (5.10), ∆S(h)
and ∆M(k) are calculated ∀h ∈ {NS} and ∀k ∈ {NM}, respectively.
This way, Eq. (5.10) takes into account all the possible nodes in the
network and chooses the minimum value, i.e., the worst case in terms
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of the number of times that each node can transmit the real-time flows
in the CPF per hour. Note that the worst case is the one in which
∆S(h) or ∆M(k) takes the highest value among the ones calculated
for all the nodes in the network. Furthermore, Eq. (5.10) takes into
account the frequency rotation for CFP timeslots introduced by RT-
LoRa through the parameter nSB, that makes the number of allowed
transmissions increase nSB times.

ηt x = min

{ [⌊
3600·DCmin ·nSB

∆S (h)

⌋ ]
∀h∈{NS }[⌊

3600·DCmin ·nSB
∆M (k)

⌋ ]
∀k∈{NM }

}
(5.10)

Eq. (5.11) provides the superframe duration T (DC)
sup f rm, calculated

according to the worst case in terms of the number of times a node
can transmit real-time flows per hour (i.e., every 3600 seconds).

T
(DC)
sup f rm

=
3600

ηtx
(5.11)

5.5 Simulative Assessment

In this section, a performance assessment of RT-LoRa obtained using
the OMNeT++ environment is presented. The module that simu-
lates the RT-LoRa MAC layer was developed as an extension of the
Industrial LoRa simulator [102], while the LoRa physical layer and
the wireless channel were simulated using FLoRa [96]. Consequently,
as discussed in [96], simultaneous transmissions on different SFs are
considered orthogonal using the FLoRa physical layer. A duty cycle
check function was implemented in each node (both sink and end
nodes) in order to be compliant with the duty cycle limitations. Two
performance metrics were used: the Packet Loss Ratio (PLR) and
the End-to-End (e2e) delay.
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The PLR, measured at the application layer, is expressed as a
percentage according to Eq. (5.12),

PLR =
(nlostMsg

ntxMsg

)
∗100 =

(
1 −

nrxMsg

ntxMsg

)
∗100 (5.12)

where nt xMsg, nlostMsg and nr xMsg are the number of transmitted, lost
or correctly received messages, respectively, measured over all the
end nodes in the network. In Eq. (5.12) a message is counted once
even if it is transmitted or received in multiple replicas.

The e2e delay is the time that a message takes since its generation
at the application layer of the source node and its reception at the
application layer of the sink, calculated according to Eq. (5.13):

e2eDelay = ArrivalTime − GenTime (5.13)

In the simulation the processing delays were not considered, as they
are implementation-dependent.

5.5.1 Simulated scenario

I performed the simulative assessment in a realistic industrial use case
similar to the ones presented in [97] [102]. The considered scenario
involves a large number of end nodes that communicate with one
sink. An end node can be either stationary (SN) or mobile (MN).

The simulated network topology consists of a network with 101
nodes, i.e., a sink (located in the center of the sensing area to ensure
the maximum coverage range), 25 stationary nodes and 75 mobile
nodes. All the nodes are placed within an area, here called sensing
area, with a range of 250m around the sink.

The simulated scenario consists of sensor nodes that generate a
periodic message every 30s. The deadline D by which the message
must be delivered is 30s, too. This is a realistic use case of a dis-
tributed measurement system for industrial IoT applications (e.g.,
automation ones) in which cycle times up to 60s are required [98] [77].
RT-LoRa, due to the LoRa duty cycle limitation, is devised for appli-
cations with no very tight time requirements. For example, RT-LoRa
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may fit well process control applications, as they feature long cycle
times. Conversely, as in discrete manufacturing the cycle times can
be quite short, it could happen that, with a given set of flows and
configuration parameters, no feasible RT-LoRa schedule is found. In
this case, the network designer needs to try different configuration
parameters, such as a new set of SFs to be used for the application
and/or a different QoS class for the flows (N, R, R+), and so on.

The considered physical payload is 50 bytes long, a typical value
for industrial applications [77] [97].

Every end node has one periodic real-time flow scheduled in the
CFP. Furthermore, aperiodic nonreal-time messages are generated
by the end nodes every t seconds, where t is a random variable that
varies according to an exponential distribution with mean 70s. The
nonreal-time messages are sent in the shared bandwidth of the CAP.
The application layer of the end nodes is not synchronized with the
MAC layer.

5.5.2 Simulation settings

The transmissions were performed on three sub-bands (h1.4, h1.6 and
h1.7, see Table 5.3) in order to achieve a duty-cycle limitation of 12%.
As the h1.5 sub-band is not used, in Eq. (5.10) DCmin = 1%. CFP
frequency rotation involves only one channel for each of the three
sub-bands. The h1.4 sub-band contains three available channels, but
only one of these (randomly chosen) was used. In fact, as the h1.4
sub-band is subject to a DC limit of 1%, transmitting one message
for each of its 3 channels (i.e., using all the 5 channels available in
all the three sub-bands at the same time) would not be advisable.
The use of 5 channels would be suitable only with a high cycle time
and a very large number of end nodes, as it allows to schedule more
simultaneous transmissions in the CFP.

The RT-LoRa protocol was set to use values of spreading factor
s ∈ {7; 8; 9} in order to work with a bit rate complying with the
application requirements (i.e., from 1760 bit/s to 5470 bit/s, with a
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bandwidth of 125 kHz).
The configuration settings of the end nodes in the simulated sce-

nario are summarized in Table 5.6.

Table 5.6: End nodes configuration settings
Number of Type of Distance Allocated

nodes nodes from the sink CFP timeslots
10 SN 0-125 m τSF7

10 SN 125-180 m τSF8

5 SN 180-250 m τSF9

75 MN 0-250 m According to the
QoS classes of the flows

The 75 MNs moved within the sensing area with speed between
0.5 m/s and 1 m/s according to the ChiangMobility model, available
in the INET framework.

In the simulations it was assumed that 25 MNs schedule a Normal
flow (N), 25 MNs schedule a Reliable flow (R) and 25 MNs schedule
a Most Reliable (R+) flow. Since the number of SFs allowed by the
application is three (i.e., 7, 8 and 9), every message of R+ flows is
transmitted three times. Eq. (5.1) was used to calculate the lower
bound for time slot duration with the parameter values in Table 5.2.
About 0.004s were added to that value, as suggested in [120]. In
particular, the duration Tsl(SF=7) of the τSF7 timeslots, the duration
Tsl(SF=8) of the τSF8 timeslots and the duration Tsl(SF=9) of the τSF9
timeslots were set to 0.101s, 0.202s and 0.404s, respectively. The
three non-overlapping slots allocated in the CFP for a N-flow or a
R+-flow were scheduled within a time interval of (σ(k) = 3 ∗ Tsl(SF=9)
for each k-th node (see Eq. (5.4)).

The lower bound for the superframe duration was calculated using
Eq. (5.2). The calculated value for TMIN

sup f rm is 20.112s, lower than the
required deadline D (30s). Moreover, such a value is also lower than
D−σ(k) for each k-th node, therefore the system was able to schedule
the given periodic real-time flows in the CFP (see Eq. (5.5)). The
TCFP duration was set to 10.908s, according to Eq. (5.7).
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I considered two case studies corresponding to different configura-
tions in the same scenario in order to show how different superframe
configurations affect the performance of aperiodic messages in terms
of PLR and the e2e delays of periodic messages. In particular, in
the configuration (A) the Tsup f rm is set at a value close to TMIN

sup f rm
(Tsup f rm ≥ T

MIN
sup f rm), i.e., the minimum allowed value of the super-

frame duration. Conversely, in the configuration (B) the Tsup f rm is
set at a value close to D − σ(k) (Tsup f rm ≤ D − σ(k)), i.e., the maxi-
mum allowed value of the superframe duration. The larger Tsup f rm in
the configuration (B) than the configuration (A) allows to extend the
CAP. This way, I expect to obtain a lower PLR for aperiodic mes-
sages and a higher (but always less than the deadline) maximum e2e
delay for periodic messages. The configurations setting are shown in
Table 5.7.

Table 5.7: Configurations setting
Parameter Configuration (A) Configuration (B)

Beacon section 0.707s 0.707s
CAP 6.060s 14.140s
CFP 10.908s 10.908s

Downlink section 0.808s 0.808s
CFP Ack 2.0s 2.0s
Tsup f rm T

c f gA
sup f rm

= 20.483s T
c f gB
sup f rm

= 28.563s

Note that the duration of the beacon section was set to Tsl(SF=9)+

Tsl(SF=8) + Tsl(SF=7), but the sink only transmits for a time interval
equal to ToA(SF=9) + ToA(SF=8) + ToA(SF=7), according to Eq. (5.1),
where the PL parameter is the physical payload of a beacon message
(implementation-dependent).

The simulation time was set to Tsim = 36000s (i.e., ten hours) in
order to collect a significant amount of data. The LoRa log-normal
shadowing model [96], a propagation model provided by the FLoRa
framework, was adopted for the simulations.

The relevant parameters are summarized in Table 5.8.
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Table 5.8: Simulation parameters
Parameter Value
Coding Rate 4/5
Bandwidth 125 kHz

Transmission Power 14 dBm
{S} {7; 8; 9}

Sub-bands {h1.4; h1.6; h1.7}
Physical payload 50 bytes
Generation period 30s

of the periodic messages
Tsl(SF=7) 0.101s
Tsl(SF=8) 0.202s
Tsl(SF=9) 0.404s
Tsim 36000s

Propagation model LoRa log-normal shadowing model

5.5.3 Simulation results - Aperiodic transmissions

Fig. 5.3 shows the average PLR measured for the configurations (A)
and (B) for the aperiodic messages transmitted in the CAP. The
flows of stationary nodes (SN) are grouped by the maximum distance
between the end node and the sink. The flows of mobile nodes (MN)
are grouped by their QoS class.

Fig. 5.3 also shows that the messages sent by the stationary nodes
that are furthest from the sink experienced the highest PLR. This can
be explained as follows. For a CAP transmission, each end node ran-
domly selects a spreading factor among the “recommended” values in
the list that is updated according to the multiple beacons received
during the current superframe. The stationary nodes closest to the
sink can choose among multiple SF values, whereas it is likely that
the furthest ones can only select SF9. As a consequence, the proba-
bility of collision, i.e., that two nodes randomly select the same set
of transmission parameters in the CAP (i.e., the same timeslot iden-
tifier, channel and spreading factor), is lower for the devices closer to
the sink than for the ones that are further away. The lower proba-
bility of collision determines the lower PLR measured for the closest
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Figure 5.3: Average PLR for aperiodic messages. Comparison be-
tween RT-LoRa (configuration A and B) and IndustrialLoRa.

stationary nodes. About the MNs, the measured PLR depends on
their distance from the sink, which changes according to the Chiang-
Mobility model.

The aperiodic messages in configuration (B) experienced a lower
PLR than in configuration (A). This is due to the longer duration of
the CAP in configuration (B). In fact, using a larger CAP the end
nodes can choose the timeslot to use for transmission among a larger
set of timeslot identifiers, thus lowering the collision probability.

Finally, Fig. 5.3 shows that the Slotted ALOHA-based MAC layer
(used for transmissions in the CAP) of RT-LoRa outperforms the
Pure ALOHA-based MAC layer used by Industrial LoRa [102] (see
Section 4.4).

5.5.4 Simulation results - Periodic transmissions

The measured PLR values for the periodic N-flow messages using
the configurations (A) and (B) were 1.44% and 2.28%, respectively,
and are tolerable for the considered scenario. All the other periodic
messages were received by the sink and confirmed in the CFP Ack
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Table 5.9: Maximum e2e delay of real-time flows
Nodes Max e2e delay Max e2e delay

(QoS class of the flows) Configuration (A) Configuration (B)
Stationary nodes 20.884s 28.966s

Mobile nodes (N-flows) 21.695s 29.764s
Mobile nodes (R-flows) 20.874s 28.964s
Mobile nodes (R+-flows) 20.887s 28.960s

section. The loss of some N-flow messages is because each message
of an N-flow is transmitted in the timeslot with the lowest “recom-
mended” SF value among those in the dynamic list maintained by
the source node. If the source node is mobile, sometimes this list
can be no longer reliable, because it is updated on the basis of the
beacons received every superframe. As a consequence, a message
might be sent using an SF that is no longer reliable, thus being lost
or corrupted.

The maximum e2e delays measured for the periodic messages
transmitted in the CFP section are shown in Table 5.9. As expected,
the e2e delays (measured at the application layer for all the peri-
odic real-time messages) are always lower than the deadline D = 30s.
Hence, they are upper-bounded. Moreover, as discussed in Sect. 5.4
and according to Eq. (5.5), the measured e2e delays are always lower
than (or equal to) (T c f gA

sup f rm+σ
(k)) = 21.695s for configuration (A) and

than (T c f gB
sup f rm+σ

(k)) = 29.775s for configuration (B), thus demonstrat-
ing the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

5.5.5 Summary and Discussion

Table 5.10 recaps the features of the LoRaWAN [82], Industrial LoRa [102]
(see Section 4.3) and RT-LoRa MAC protocols.

Both Industrial LoRa and RT-LoRa organize the network time
in superframes that cyclically repeat. Morever, both protocols sup-
port a mechanism for superframe synchronization that is based on
beacon messages sent broadcast over the network. Conversely, Lo-
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Table 5.10: Main Characteristics of LoRaWAN, Industrial LoRa and
RT-LoRa

LoRaWAN Industrial LoRa RT-LoRa
Topology Star (*) Star Star

Synchronization Not supported Beacon-based Multiple
beacons based

Transmission Not supported Supported Supported
of real-time
periodic flows
Smart selection Supported Not supported Supported
of Spreading through ADR through multiple

Factors beacons
MAC strategy Pure ALOHA Pure ALOHA Slotted ALOHA
for aperiodic
transmission
MAC strategy Pure ALOHA Multi-CH and Multi-CH and
for periodic Multi-SF Multi-SF
transmission TDMA TDMA
QoS classes Downlink only Not supported Uplink only

(3 device classes (3 QoS classes
provided) provided)

Support for Uplink only Not supported Not supported
retransmission
Frequency Pseudo-random Not supported Supported
rotation channel hopping

(*) star-of-stars when multiple gateways are used

RaWAN does not support any superframe structure or synchroniza-
tion mechanism. Both industrial LoRa and RT-LoRa are tailored
for industrial applications. In fact, they support the transmission of
periodic real-time flows in the CFP of the superframe, whereas Lo-
RaWAN does not provide any support for real-time messages, due to
the non-determinism of its ALOHA-based medium access strategy.

Both LoRaWAN and RT-LoRa, for different purposes, use smart
mechanisms to select the Spreading Factor values eligible for trans-
mission. LoRaWAN supports the so-called Adaptive Data Rate (ADR)
scheme to manage data rate (i.e., the spreading factor) and RF out-
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put in order to maximize the battery life of the node. RT-LoRa
uses a novel mechanism based on the transmission of multiple bea-
con frames that allow the end nodes to be aware of the spreading
factor values currently recommended for a transmission, thus ensur-
ing higher reliability. I recall that the communication reliability is,
together with timeliness, very important in industrial IoT scenar-
ios. RT-LoRa performs aperiodic transmissions in the CAP of the
superframe using a custom Slotted ALOHA strategy. Conversely,
LoRaWAN and Industrial LoRa use a Pure ALOHA strategy for the
transmission of aperiodic flows. As a consequence, RT-LoRa outper-
forms both LoRaWAN and Industrial LoRa, as the smart version of
Slotted ALOHA determines a lower probability of collision between
two transmitting nodes.

RT-LoRa supports three QoS classes (named N, R and R+) that
allow to achieve a trade-off between reliability of uplink communi-
cations and energy consumption. LoRaWAN instead provides three
device classes (named A, B and C) in order to achieve a trade-off
between downlink communication latency and battery lifetime. In-
dustrial LoRa does not provide any QoS support.

In LoRaWAN, Industrial LoRa, and RT-LoRa the transmissions
sent by nodes (uplink) can be confirmed using the ACK messages.
However, RT-LoRa and Industrial LoRa do not support the retrans-
mission of the unconfirmed messages. Conversely, LoRaWAN sup-
ports retransmissions.

The RT-LoRa frequency-rotation procedure allows for a better
utilization of the available bandwidth comparing with Industrial LoRa,
while remaining compliant with the duty-cycle restrictions stated
by the ETSI regulations. LoRaWAN, instead, implements only a
pseudo-random channel hopping.
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5.6 Conclusions
This chapter proposed RT-LoRa, a medium access strategy work-
ing over LoRa that guarantees bounded end-to-end transmission de-
lays to real-time flows in LPWAN-based industrial IoT applications.
The focus of this chapter is on enabling real-time communications on
LoRa-based networks and, for this reason, here I do not explicitly deal
with power consumption aspects. This chapter discussed RT-LoRa
performance through simulation and analysis. The implementation of
RT-LoRa on COTS devices has already started and it will addressed
in future work. I am using the SX1272 LoRa transceiver [121] for
the end nodes and the SX1302 LoRa transceiver [122] for the sink.
The SX1302 can detect at any time, any packet in a combination
of 8 different spreading factors (SF5 to SF12) and 10 channels, and
demodulate up to 16 packets at any time. To implement RT-LoRa,
the LoRaWAN protocol of the transceiver has to be disabled, thus I
am implementing the RT-LoRa MAC layer from scratch. RT-LoRa
uses a star topology and assumes that the transmissions performed
using different spreading factors are orthogonal. Future work will go
further in both directions. First, suitable approaches to enable the
coexistence of multiple star networks running RT-LoRa operating in
the same frequency bands, such as synchronization mechanisms for
the sinks, will be addressed. Second, the quasi-orthogonality will
be implemented in the simulator to assess how much it affects the
performance of RT-LoRa.
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Chapter 6

A Proposal Towards
Software-Defined Management
of Heterogeneous Virtualized
Industrial Networks

The Industry 4.0, also referred as the Factory of the Future, refers to
the fourth industrial revolution that introduces novel communication
and computation technologies, such as, the Internet of Things (IoT)
and cloud computing, in industrial manufacturing systems [123]. In
this scenario, several devices, machines, and applications with diverse
communication requirements in terms of data rates, latency and re-
liability, need to be connected to interoperate. Consequently, these
industrial networks are highly heterogeneous, as they need to rely
on different communication technologies. Typically, the communica-
tion networks in industrial systems are based on wired technologies,
as they can provide high communications reliability. However, wired
technologies are unable to fully meet the required flexibility and adap-
tivity of future manufacturing processes in terms of mobility support
and network reconfiguration. Conversely, wireless communication
technologies can provide connectivity to mobile nodes (e.g., robots
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or workers) and offer the deployment flexibility without the need for
cable installation. Unfortunately, they are not as reliable as wired
technologies. As discussed in [124], industrial wireless communica-
tion systems play a crucial role in several Industry 4.0 applications,
e.g., in those relevant to equipment status monitoring.

Consequently, the Industry 4.0 needs to use multiple communi-
cation technologies (wired and wireless) to meet the wide range of
requirements of industrial applications. Therefore, a flexible network
architecture is required in order to manage the network through an
abstraction level, which is decoupled from the underlying technolo-
gies. This can be achieved through Software-Defined Networking
(SDN) and network virtualization, which are promising techniques
for handling the complexity of heterogeneous networks and improv-
ing Quality of Service (QoS) provisioning [123] [125].

Recently, SDN has received significant interest from the indus-
trial and the academic communities, as it promises to achieve flexible
and easily manageable networks by providing a clear decoupling be-
tween the control plane and the data plane. This way, SDN allows
to implement logically centralized intelligence in the control plane
and generalized network hardware in the data plane. Thanks to the
network virtualization, the physical infrastructure of a virtualized
network can be partitioned into dedicated logical networks with spe-
cific functionalities. However, the current SDN ecosystem provides a
rich support for wired packet-switched networks, but not for wireless
technologies that need specific data-plane abstractions, controllers,
and programming primitives to be established [126].

Software-Defined architectures for Wireless Local Area Networks
(WLANs) and Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have been recently
presented in order to provide easier wireless networks control mech-
anisms [33,34,126–128].

Motivation. To the best of my knowledge, there is no state-of-
the-art global network architecture that has been proposed for the
management of Industry 4.0 scenarios, i.e., able to support any com-
bination of communication technologies. Consequently, a network
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architecture that provides support for both software-defined WLANs
and software-defined WSNs is required, as the modern industrial net-
works require to deal with a multitude of communication technologies
in order to fulfill the application requirements.

Contributions. The main contribution of this chapter is a software-
defined architecture for the management of communication networks
in the Industry 4.0 context, i.e., in a heterogeneous scenario that
involves different communication technologies suitable for satisfying
the different requirements of diverse industrial applications. The pro-
posed architecture addresses the use of SDN and network virtualiza-
tion as enabling technologies to meet a broad range of application
requirements. I also discuss an implementation plan for the proposed
architecture.

Organization. The rest of the chapter is structured as follows.
The next section provides a background on Software-Defined Net-
working and network virtualization. Section 6.2 summarizes related
works. Section 6.3 presents the network architecture design, while
Section 6.4 describes the proposed architecture from a practical point
of view and briefly outlines the architecture of EmPOWER, which is
an open Mobile Network Operating System. Section 6.5 provides a
description of an implementation roadmap based on the EmPOWER
architecture. Finally, Sec. 6.6 draws my conclusions and hints for
future works.

6.1 Background

In this section, I provide a basic background on the SDN and network
virtualization technologies.

6.1.1 Software-Defined Networking technology

SDN is an emerging network architecture that has been proposed to
simplify and improve the design and development of complex wired
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network control mechanisms. Furthermore, SDN is also gaining pop-
ularity for the design of WLANs, WSNs and cellular networks [129].
SDN is characterized by the following main features:

• Separation of the control plane from the data plane. The control
plane provides the logic of the network appliances, including
QoS-aware forwarding strategies, while the data plane provides
the actual packet processing and forwarding hardware.

• Centralized control and global view of the network. The SDN
architecture is logically centralized and the control plane has
a global view of the network. This way, SDN enables the de-
velopment of highly intelligent and optimized forwarding rules
and QoS algorithms. Conversely, traditional networks integrate
control and data plane into each device, and then control meth-
ods are distributed with limited awareness of the network state.

• Abstraction of the network. Services and applications running
on the SDN technology interact with the network through APIs.
This way, they are abstracted from the underlying technologies
and hardware that provide physical connectivity.

• Network programmability. The network behavior can be con-
trolled by software that resides beyond the networking devices.

The SDN architecture, shown in Fig. 6.1a, consists of three layers:

• Infrastructure layer, that consists of hardware equipment and
merely focuses on transmission and forwarding of data. The
switches are basic forwarding elements.

• Control layer, that consists of the SDN controller with several
software functions that remotely control the forwarding rules
of the network. The controller can flexibly and dynamically
allocate resources on demand of different users and based on
the global network topology.
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• Application layer, that allows the programming of the bottom-
layer equipment through the interfaces provided by the control
layer. Network operators can write high-level control programs
that specify the behavior of the entire network. Conversely, in
a conventional network, operators must code functionalities in
terms of low-level device configurations.

The communication between the infrastructure layer and the con-
trol layer is realized through the so-called southbound interface, whereas
the communication between the application layer and the control
layer through the so-called northbound interface. OpenFlow [130]
is the de facto standard for the southbound interface. It provides
basic functions to set the forwarding rules in the forwarding plane
of network devices. On the other hand, the forwarding abstraction
provided by OpenFlow does not account for the stochastic nature of
wireless links, the resource allocation granularity and the heterogene-
ity in the link and radio layer technologies.

6.1.2 Network virtualization technology

Network virtualization divides a physical network infrastructure into
multiple virtual networks, also known as slices, i.e., multiple logi-
cal/virtual networks on top of a common network infrastructure. A
slice must contain the resources required to meet the communication
requirements of the application or service that such a slice supports.
Each service or application can use a slice of the physical network
without knowing the details of the underlying network.

As shown in Fig. 6.1b, an SDN network can be virtualized by
inserting a network hypervisor between the network infrastructure
and the SDN controller. Therefore, each network slice has a sepa-
rate SDN controller to manage the forwarding rules within the slice.
Each SDN controller only ”sees” a slice of the physical network. This
way, the slices are controlled independently from each other, thus
simplifying the network management. In fact, one of the main objec-
tives of network virtualization is to ensure isolation, i.e., independent
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management of each slice as a separated network, thus representing
a key technology to deploy flexible communication requirements for
industrial applications.

Figure 6.1: (a) The SDN architecture. (b) A virtualized SDN archi-
tecture.

6.2 Related Work

Industrial applications demand a wide range of different communi-
cation requirements that can be efficiently satisfied through the use
of wired and wireless technologies. While some wired technologies
are obviously suitable for industrial networks thanks to their relia-
bility, wireless technologies are attractive for their flexibility. The
most important wireless technologies developed to support industrial
automation and control are based on the IEEE 802.15.4 (e.g., Wire-
lessHART, ISA100.11a) [51] [131]. Other wireless technologies have
been adapted for industrial wireless networks, e.g., Bluetooth Low
Energy [89] [37], IEEE 802.11 [132–134] and LoRa [102].

A novel approach to manage wireless networks is represented
by the SDWLANs, i.e., the SDN-based architectures for WLANs.
In [135], the authors presented an overview of SDWLAN architec-
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tures, such as Odin [127] [136] and EmPOWER [126] [137], and a
qualitative comparison of their features, such as programmability
and virtualization. As discussed in [135], EmPOWER [126] is one
of the most interesting SDWLAN architecture. For instance, Em-
POWER enables a seamless handoff [138] in IEEE 802.11 networks
that is completely managed by the control plane, thanks to the use
of the Light Virtual Access Point (LVAP) abstraction. However,
EmPOWER does not offer support for real-time communication for
mission-critical applications, which is essential for industrial process
control and factory automation.

The work in [34] proposes SDN-WISE for the realization of pro-
grammable IEEE 802.15.4-based WSNs. In [139] SDN-WISE is used
to implement the Forwarding and Time Slotted Channel Hopping
(TSCH) Scheduling over SDN (FTS-SDN), an SDN-based approach
to handle node mobility and scheduling in Industrial WSN running
the TSCH protocol of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. SDN-WISE tar-
gets efficient sensor resources utilization and provides low data rate.
However, SDN-WISE considers only one communication technology
and ignores technologies with high data rates, so it offers a limited
support for Industry 4.0 applications.

The Soft-WSN architecture proposed in [128] focuses on both de-
vice management and topology management to meet run-time application-
specific requirements of IoT, while enhancing flexibility and simplicity
of WSN management. Soft-WSN is based on three main entities, i.e.,
a sensor node, an access point and a controller. The sensor nodes ex-
change data/commands with the controller through an access point.
In particular, Soft-WSN uses an IEEE 802.15.4-based architecture
for the communications between sensor nodes and the IEEE 802.11
protocol for the communications between the access points and the
controller. Soft-WSN is not currently able to include all types of
sensor devices in the network, as it provides support only for IEEE
802.15.4-based sensor nodes. Furthermore, the architecture in [128] is
devised for IoT applications, therefore it uses an unpredictable proto-
col, e.g., the IEEE 802.11, for the communication between the access
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points and the controller, and it cannot cope with the requirements
of industrial applications.

The work in [32] proposes the use of heterogeneous communi-
cation technologies integrated in a hierarchical communication and
data management architecture consisting of several cells (i.e., sub-
networks). Each network node is connected to the cell that is able
to efficiently satisfy its communication requirements. Each cell is
connected to a central orchestrator through a local manager. The
central orchestrator coordinates the network management decisions
and ensures the efficient control of the system. However, the ap-
proach in [32] does not present an implementation of the proposed
architecture, and gives insufficient information about the design of
the orchestrator and local manager.

6.3 The proposed network architecture

This chapter proposes a network architecture that aims at providing
flexible and efficient connectivity in Industry 4.0 scenarios. The pro-
posed architecture supports the use of heterogeneous wired/wireless
communication technologies to efficiently meet the diverse communi-
cation requirements of industrial applications. To efficiently integrate
different communication technologies in a unique network, I adopt a
software-defined networking approach that supports network virtu-
alization, thus providing a flexible and scalable network architecture
that is able to support several applications, while managing the appli-
cation requirements in isolation and the technology-dependent details
in a transparent way. In fact, using SDN, the system designer does
not need to deal with technology-dependent details, but only with
network state information in order to define the desired network be-
havior. This way, features and services can be seamlessly ported
across different technologies. Furthermore, a global view of the net-
work resources is available and bandwidth allocation models, ranging
from random access to scheduled access, can be easily defined.
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Fig. 6.2 sketches the proposed network architecture, which presents
three layers, i.e., the Resource Layer, the Control Layer and the Ap-
plication Layer. The left side of Fig. 6.2 shows the wireless part of
the architecture, while the right side shows the wired part. Below I
describe the layers in detail.

Figure 6.2: The proposed network architecture.

Resource layer. The resource layer includes the end nodes,
the Wireless Termination Points (WTPs) and the wired backhaul
network. The end nodes are sensors and/or actuators. The WTPs
are the physical devices that provide wireless connectivity to end
nodes and form the Radio Access Network (RAN). The end nodes
are wirelessly connected to the core network through the WTP, that
coordinates the management of its local resources across the radio
sites based on the controller commands. Consequently, the WTP acts
as a sink whose control logic is managed by the SD-RAN controller.
For instance, in an IEEE 802.11 network, a WTP coincides with an
Access Point (AP). A WTP and its locally managed end nodes realize
a subnetwork.
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The WTP and the SD-RAN Controller communicate through a
wired technology (alternatively, it is also possible to use a wireless
technology), i.e., through the backhaul network, using a customized
protocol. Conversely, the message exchanges between the WTP and
the end nodes are based on a wireless protocol. A customized agent,
made up software modules, is implemented within the WTP and acts
as a relay between the end nodes and the SD-RAN Controller every
time a centralized decision is required. The WTPs are interconnected
through the wired backhaul, that consists of wired switches that can
be controlled through a standard protocol, such as OpenFlow.

Control layer. The control layer includes two types of con-
trollers, i.e., the SDN Controller (e.g., Floodlight1 ) for the wired
part of the network, and the SD-RAN Controller (e.g., a custom
version of EmPOWER Runtime2) for the wireless part. A Network
Virtualization Layer can be inserted between the network infrastruc-
ture and the Control Layer in order to abstract the physical network
resources, so the latter can be monitored and allocated to each sub-
network, which is also called a slice. This way, each network slice
has a separate SDN Controller and the network devices communi-
cate with the SDN Controllers through the network hypervisor (e.g.,
FlowVisor [140]), again with a standard protocol, e.g., OpenFlow.
The SD-RAN Controller has the control of the nodes connected to
it and performs several management functions, e.g., radio resource
management, mobility management, etc. Although in the proposed
network architecture end nodes can belong to multiple network slices,
the mechanisms for dealing with such a specific case are not dealt with
here and are left for future work.

A custom protocol is used for the communication between the SD-
RAN Controller and a WTP. Consequently, the SD-RAN Controller
needs to define a protocol and run a handler for each different wireless
technology. The Control Layer provides APIs to the Application
Layer.

1http://www.projectfloodlight.org/floodlight
2https://github.com/5g-empower/empower-runtime
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Application layer. Using the interface provided by the con-
troller, various applications can be developed in the application layer
to coordinate the behavior of a heterogeneous network, improve the
network performance and implement functions that are difficult to
realize in a traditional architecture. Each Network App runs in its
own slice of resources, on top of the SD-RAN Controller, which only
presents the network view that corresponds to the specific slice.

6.4 Sample network
This section addresses the feasibility of the proposed architecture in
practice. Fig. 6.3 shows an example of a network partitioned into
three slices. In each slice, multiple WTP and, therefore, different
wireless technologies can coexist. A WTP and its locally managed
end nodes realize a subnetwork (SN) within a slice. The coverage
range of a subnetwork can overlap both with the other subnetworks
within its slice and with the subnetworks belonging to the other slices.
Thus, mechanisms to manage interference within the network are
required.

Figure 6.3: A network setup example.

The network setup example, shown in Fig. 6.3, presents a sim-
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plified network topology. In order to implement an initial version of
the proposed approach, I selected EmPOWER [126] as the reference
architecture, for its interesting features [135]. EmPOWER is an open
and free code framework that is constantly updated by its develop-
ers. It includes a set of programming abstractions, that model the
main aspects of a wireless network, i.e., state management, resource
provisioning, network monitoring, and network reconfiguration. The
provided abstractions hide the implementation details of the under-
lying wireless technologies, thus the programmers can easily control
the network state.

In the following subsection, an overview of EmPOWER is pro-
vided. More details can be found online3.

6.4.1 EmPOWER overview

EmPOWER is an open Mobile Network Operating System provided
with a flexible architecture and high-level programming APIs that
allow fast prototyping of novel applications.

The key abstractions provided by EmPOWER for wireless net-
works are listed below.

• Resource Pool, that exposes the collective resources available in
the network. The allocation unit in the Resource Pool is the
Resource Block, i.e., the minimum chunk of wireless resources
that can be assigned to a wireless node.

• Light Virtual Access Point (LVAP), that was originally intro-
duced in [127] and provides a high-level interface for wireless
node state management. The implementation of this interface
handles the technology-dependent details. A LVAP represents
the state of a wireless client scheduled on a set of Resource
Blocks. A new LVAP is created every time a new client at-
tempts to join the network. Thus, each WTP hosts a number

3https://5g-empower.io/
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of LVAPs equal to the number of wireless clients that are cur-
rently under its control. For example, in a WiFi network the
LVAP can be thought as a Virtual AP and handover consists in
removing an LVAP from a WTP and instantiating it on another
WTP.

• Channel Quality and Interference Map, that allows the control
logic to assign resources according to the channel quality and
interference experienced by the end nodes.

• Port abstraction, that models the dynamic and reconfigurable
characteristics of the link between the WTP and the end nodes
on a set of Resource Blocks. This is because links in a wireless
network are stochastic, so the physical layer parameters that
characterize the radio link between an end node and a WTP
(e.g., transmission power, modulation and coding schemes) must
be adapted to the actual channel conditions.

6.5 Implementation roadmap

This section outlines how to implement the proposed architecture
as an extension of EmPOWER, discussing some challenges and the
relevant solutions.

6.5.1 Introducing support for other technologies

As EmPOWER currently provides support for IEEE 802.11, cellular
and wired software-defined networking only, here I address the main
steps that are needed to add support for a generic communication
technology. The proposed roadmap includes the following steps:

• Definition of a customized version of WTP;

• Development of a handler in the SD-RAN Controller;
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• Definition of a customized protocol for the communication be-
tween WTP and SD-RAN.

Fig. 6.4 shows a modular concept of WTP and SD-RAN Con-
troller in order to highlight the implementation steps needed to add
support for a new technology. In particular, the left side of Fig. 6.4
shows a general modular architecture for WTP that is independent
of the wireless technology that the WTP locally manages. A WTP
consists of a device with two network interfaces, i.e., a wireless in-
terface and a wired one. The wireless interface can refer to any
type of radio interface (e.g., IEEE 802.11, Bluetooth, IEEE 802.15.4,
LoRa, etc). The WTP uses the wireless interface to exchange mes-
sages with the local wireless network managed through a standard
or customized wireless protocol. The wired interface is used to ex-
change data/commands between the WTP and the SD-RAN Con-
troller through a customized protocol that defines the semantics of
the exchanged messages. The core of the WTP architecture consists
of a customized agent made up of various modules, e.g., a module that
works on TX/RX statistics, a module in charge of forwarding the re-
quests from the end nodes to the SD-RAN Controller, and a module
that implements the medium access strategy for the local wireless net-
work based on the commands of the SD-RAN controller. The latter
must be customized for supporting the new communication technol-
ogy, thus several modules must be updated, e.g., the LVAP manager
and the bandwidth manager. Moreover, the SD-RAN Controller must
provide further APIs to the network programmers and support addi-
tional data/commands exchange over the customized protocol used
for the communications with the new WTP.

6.5.2 Time-based scheduling

Industrial networks need to meet the real-time requirements imposed
by the controlled processes. Several applications require deterministic
medium access methods that can be realized by time-based schedul-
ing.
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Figure 6.4: The modular architectures of WTP and SD-RAN Con-
troller.

EmPOWER does not address any time-based mechanism, e.g.,
a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) approach, to access the
transmission medium. For example, EmPOWER-based IEEE 802.11
networks support only a random channel access scheme, as the Re-
source Blocks are allocated only in the frequency domain, i.e., no
time dimension is provided [141]. I propose to update the Resource
Block abstraction in order to add the time dimension on the chunk
of wireless resources that an end node can use for its transmissions.
Moreover, the SD-RAN Controller must update the bandwidth man-
ager module and provide APIs for the management of the time-based
channel access. This way, TDMA-based scheduling algorithms can be
easily defined as network applications. The WTP must add a mod-
ule for the management of the medium access of the locally managed
end nodes. The latter must implement time-based transmissions us-
ing timers. For example, in an IEEE 802.11 network the WTP can
manage access to the medium through the beacon frames, which can
contain the time-based schedule information [132]. This way, the end
nodes synchronize to the WTP through the beacon frames and use
the schedule information contained therein.
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6.5.3 Management of mobile nodes

The management and control of wireless networks often involve han-
dling mobile nodes. The LVAP abstraction simplifies network man-
agement and introduces seamless mobility support. For instance, in
an IEEE 802.11-based network the handover (i.e., when a mobile node
moves from one AP to another) is a time-consuming process resulting
in network performance degradation, thus reducing the QoS.

EmPOWER currently supports seamless handoff in IEEE 802.11
networks [138] and customized algorithms can be proposed for pre-
dictive handover and load balancing, taking advantage of the LVAP
abstractions. The LVAP manager must be extended to support the
mobility management of each communication technology, thus the
SD-RAN Controller must be able to deal with the network state of
each LVAP, i.e., each of the wireless clients associated to the network.

6.5.4 Interference management

In a realistic Industry 4.0 scenario, interference between different
wireless technologies operating in the same frequency band need to
be monitored and controlled. Mechanisms to detect interference from
other slices are needed, and slices need to be coordinated to guar-
antee interworking and coexistence between concurrently operating
technologies.

The work in [141] presents a set of high level programming ab-
stractions for channel quality, interference and network reconfigura-
tion for effective interference management in an EmPOWER-based
802.11 network. However, for interference management in generic
heterogeneous networks in Industry 4.0 scenarios, an extension of
the interference manager must be provided.
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6.6 Conclusions
This chapter paves the way to a software-defined networking archi-
tecture for virtualized communication networks that is suitable for
providing flexible and efficient connectivity in Industry 4.0 scenar-
ios. This chapter also discusses an implementation roadmap of the
proposed architecture, based on the EmPOWER mobile network op-
erating system, highlighting design challenges and solutions. Imple-
mentation is in progress and the performance of a working prototype
of the proposed architecture will be dealt with in future work. In
particular, I am using PC Engines apu2 system boards as Wireless
Termination Points (WTP) for the first IEEE 802.11-based prototype
that will introduce a time-based scheduling mechanism over IEEE
802.11 in order to provide support for real-time communications.
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Conclusions and future works

Currently, low-power wireless networks are not able to satisfactorily
cope with all the different requirements imposed by the whole set of
industrial applications. The main challenge to face is providing sup-
port for real-time communications. Moreover, since in the Industry
4.0 context multiple communication technologies, each one tailored
for a specific scenario, are needed, innovative solutions need to tar-
get both short-range and long-range technologies, so as to meet the
requirements of a broad set of IIoT applications.

As far as short-range communications are concerned, this thesis
addressed the challenge of supporting real-time communications on
mesh topologies using Bluetooth Low Energy.

The solution proposed in the thesis, called MRT-BLE, is a proto-
col working on top of Bluetooth Low Energy that provides support
for real-time traffic over mesh topologies. A proof-of-concept imple-
mentation of the MRT-BLE protocol was realized on STMicroelec-
tronics X-NUCLEO-IDB05A1 devices, and the protocol was tested
to validate and demonstrate its effectiveness.

The thesis also proposed two low LoRa-based wireless solutions
to support real-time applications for long-range low-power IIoT ap-
plications. Starting from an analysis of the current standardized
LoRaWAN MAC protocols over LoRa, that highlighted the lack of
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support for real-time transmission, the first solution proposed in this
thesis, called Industrial LoRa, was specifically devised to overcome
this limitation.

Thanks to the introduction of a superframe structure made up
of five sections to regulate access to the wireless medium, Industrial
LoRa supports both real-time and nonreal-time communications. In-
dustrial LoRa exploits a Multi-Channel and Multi-Spreading Fac-
tor TDMA to access the channel during the Contention-Free Period
(CFP), that is devised for periodic real-time confirmed flows. More-
over, it adopts a Pure ALOHA mechanism for channel access during
the Contention Access Period (CAP), that is reserved for the trans-
mission of non-periodic unconfirmed data.

Simulative assessments in a realistic scenario showed that the Pure
ALOHA-based medium access strategy for aperiodic messages does
not provide them with sufficient reliability. For this reason, the thesis
proposed a novel protocol, called RT-LoRa that, compared with In-
dustrial LoRa, introduces a number of extensions and improvements
that increase the communication reliability.

In particular, RT-LoRa adopts as the MAC protocol for the CAP
a smart version of Slotted ALOHA and it also supports three QoS
classes that allow to achieve a trade-off between the reliability of
uplink communications and the energy consumption. The results of
simulative assessments showed the performance improvements intro-
duced by RT-LoRa. The implementation of RT-LoRa on COTS de-
vices that use the SX1272 and SX1302 LoRa transceivers has already
started and it will be addressed in future work.

Finally, the thesis drew a research direction towards software-
defined management of heterogeneous Industry 4.0 communication
networks, in order to enable flexible network management. The pro-
posal aims to design a software-defined architecture able to support
multiple diverse wired and wireless communication technologies.

Future works will deal with novel approaches to improve the net-
work flexibility, such as mechanisms for self-adaptation to topology
changes. Moreover, the management of mobile nodes will be ad-
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dressed with the aim of providing seamless mobility support [138].
In order to provide long range communication to Bluetooth Low En-
ergy clustered nodes, the integration of both Bluetooth Low Energy
and LoRa technologies will be addressed. Currently, a device capa-
ble of supporting both technologies has already been designed and
implemented. The next step will be the proposal of an innovative
protocol for a dual-stack network.

Future work will also target software-defined management of het-
erogeneous real-time virtualized networks. In particular, time-based
bandwidth reservation mechanisms for software-defined networks will
be proposed. The implementation of a first version of the architecture
proposed in Chapter 6 is in progress.
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